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JANUARY

EDITORIAL
First of all grateful
thanks to those members
who sent Christmas greetings, which were much
appreciated.
With the start of another year, new ideas and
.ontributors are urgently
wanted in order to main- i
tain our policy of being
in the forefront in providing up-to-date information on all philatelic
matters relating to
Switzerland.
Some members are doing
valiant work in this
direction, but there must
be many more who could
help but may, perhaps be
diffident of making the
first move.
Please send in any
articles (length imm aterial), shorter comments even items for translation
(we will cope)- queries, i
'sketches etc. etc. for
consideration, all will be
welcome.
E.J.R.
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15TH YEAR

E=R AVIATORS

Collectors of early airmail cards and coverB will
not have failed to notice the many occasions on which
the pilot's name is given as Oskar Bider, but he was
by no means the only eminently successful pilot and it
may be of some interest to give information on a few _
f
eatt in avi
ationl in sitso pioneer days. to Compared with
the modern aeroplane, the flimsy aircraft used in 1913
would appear hazardous enough, without the added risks
incurred by the mountainous territory and rapid changes
in the weather which resulted in many projected flights
having to be abandoned Or postponed.
In an article published in the American 'Helvetia
Bulletin' in 1953 Dr. Max Kronstein gave some most
interesting facts, in turn based on information given
by Herr Hans Rychner in the 'Revue des P.T.T.' (Vol.1V 9
No.4, April 1953)commemoratin g the Airposts of 1913,
with details of some of the flights.
It was never intended that Bider should have carried out all the flights with which he is credited, but
he seems to have been extraordinarily successful as an
aviator and was frequently the only, or the most suitable, pilot available on occasions when others had come
to grief.
Thus it is known that on the flights held on April
6, 1913, from Aarau to Olten and from Aarau to Lenzburg, Bider was scheduled for one only, while the other
was to have been made by Rene Grandjean (holder of
Swiss Pilot Licence 21 of Aug. 29, 1911). At the last
minute however, a defect developed in the engine of
Grandjean's plane and Bider carried out both journeys.
Many of the flights were organised in connection with 'Aviation Days', special
occasions when the early 'flying machines' were on view to the public, when the
fliers showed off their prowess and mail was carried as a means of propaganda and
At the first of these events,
to help raise funds for the promotion of flying.
held at Basle on March 3, 19139 a number of famous pilots took part, among them
Edmond Anderaas (holder of Licence 7 of June 1, 191D), Attihio Maffei (Licenoe 25
of Feb 12, 1912) - who later carried the now valuable covers on the Lugano flight
of June 8, 1913 - and Charles Ingold, the Chief Pilot of the Aviatic Construction
One of the less fortunate, on this occasion, was
Co. of Mullhausen (Alsace).
Robert Gsell (Licence 12 of May 30, 1911) who did not succeed in getting his
hydroplane off the Rhine. With so many eminent pilots taking part it would
appear entirely accidental that Bider was chosen to carry the mail in his 'Postal
Air Ship'.
Emergency arrangements were frequently needed, and in connection with the SionSiders flight of May 18, 1913, Rychner mentions that a 'post office' had to be
hastily improvised on the airfield by means of Army Fieldpost bags which were hung
on trees and into which the public dropped their cards and letters. This flight
was also carried out by Oskar Bider.
Continued overleaf
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THE PIONEER AVIATORS (Continued)
Mishaps occurred frequently. On the occasion of the Herisau flight Bobby Zuest
(Licence 33 of Jan. 30, 1913) was scheduled to carry the mail on March 24, 1913,
from Herisau to Teufen to be dropped over the Armory Place, but bad weather and an
accident to Zuest caused the flight to be postponed for a week and to be held in
connection with 'Aviation Day' on March 30, when Charles Favre (Licence 46 of Feb.
26, 1913) was selected as the pilot to carry the mail. According to Favre the
flight was to take place on the morning of March 31st, from Herisau on the route
Zurich-Baden-Aarau-Solothurn-Avanches-Yverdon and along the Jura mountains to Geneva.
Unfortunately this ambition was not achieved and the flight terminated at Niederglatt
(in Canton Zurich) where the plane had to come down and the mail was forwarded by the
Postal Authority of Zurich in the ordinary way.
Another crash with a happy ending occurred on the occasion of the Laufen flight
(Sept. 27, 1913). The plane, piloted by Theodor Borrer (Licence 38 of June 3, 1913)
developed engine trouble, necessitating an emergency landing in a small alpine valley
between Rohrbachgraben and Propstenberg. Both pilot and mechanic being unharmed,
they carried the mailbags to Welschenrohr from whence they were able to find transport by carriage to G,nsbrunnen. The mail was then sent by train to Solothurn for
despatch.
The loss of life and aircraft was considerable and it is no wonder that in the
early part of 1915 the Swiss Aero Club was of the opinion that there was no future
in the transportation of mail by air and that development of the aeroplane would be
limited to military purposes. Not until 1919, by which time considerable progress
in aeronautics had been made, was faith restored in this method of transporting mail
and the first regular airmail service was inaugurated on April 30th of that year.
In a book entitled tSchweizer Flug Chronik 1909-1914', the late T. Eckinger
quotes the licence dates and numbers referred to above, and also gives the fate of
some of the early pilots:
Oskar Bider
.. killed in a crash on July 7th, 1919.
Theodor Borrer .. killed in a crash on March 22nd,1914.
Charles Favre
killed in a crash in France (date not given)
Attilia Maffei died on July 18th, 1931.
More fortunate was H. Kramer
who, on June 22nd, 1913, carried
mail from Vevey to Villeneuve and came down into the Lake of
Geneva! He survived the early
rijj
hazards and was still living in
retirement in 1953.
One wonders what he must have
thought of the post-war jet planes
and the speed with which mail is
carried all over the world today.
One thing is certain, he must have
WE ARE JUSTLY PROUD OF OUR
felt a deep satisfaction to see
EXTENSIVE STOCK AND-IT IS NO IDLE
the tremendous developments result
BOAST TO SAY THAT WE CAN SUPPLY
-ing from those pioneer flights in
ALMOST ANY ITEM ON DEMAND.
which he was privileged to take
YOU CAN ORDER FROM US ',noITH
part.
E.J.R.
CONFIDENCE SINCE QUALITY
AND SERVICE - ARE OUR
WATCHWORDS.
NEW. AMATEUR COLLECTOR
CATALOGUE 1962.
WE LOOK FOR. iARD TO RECEIVING YOUR ENQUIRIES & ORDERS AND
The Society is holding a stock of
MEANWHILE SEND TO ALL CLIENTS this new edition, the sale of which
OLD AND NE`:, OUR MOST CORDIAL
will be of financial assistance to
GREETINGS FOR 1962.
the Club.
This up-to-date Catalogue is a
0 00
'must' for all keen collectors. If
you have not already obtained your
PTS
H. L. KATCHER
BPA
copy send your order now to the
Hon.Secretary (address on Page 1),
27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park,
enclosing remittance (made payable
London, N.12.
to the Society) of 9/3+8d. postage.

.1\ii

(1') CL
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THE S7i7ISS POSTAL AGENCIES ABROAD
PART V.

By E. J. Rawnsley
THE POSTAL AGENCIES IN FRANCE

The agencies situated on French territory do not appear to have had the same import ,ance as those in Italy. They were only 6 in number and no special Conventions were
concluded with the French Administration to account for their creation. The postal
services in France at that time was a concern of the •
railway rather than the postal authorities. Matters
appear to have been arranged by correspondence. For example, in the postal archives in Switzerland there is
mention of a communication written by the Ministry of
..+ t^u^s te.moNT
► lCrR^^
the PTT in Paris and the Railway Company P.L.M. asking
for
the re-opening of the agency at Pontarlier in 1889.
OWN w
The agencies at Morez-du-Jura and Les Rousses were at
first. established under the responsibility of the Conductor of Posts of Nyon-Morez.
The first Swiss agency in France was at DELLE and existed from 1852-1856; the second was PONTARLIER,, opened
in 1855 and closed in 1862, then re-opened in 1889 - it
still exists today. While the agencies of Belle and
Pontarlier were exchange offices, the other 4 were merely distributing offices for mail. They were situated in
the vicinity of Geneva, on the postal routes of NyonDivonne, Nyon-Les Rousses-Morez and Le-Sentier-Les
Rousses.
DIVONNE-LES GAINS, MOREZ-DU-JURA and LES ROUSSES were
opened in 1876 and BOIS d'AMONT in 1877. Bois d'Amont disappeared in 1884 9 Divonne
in 19059 after the inauguration of the railway from Nyon to
Divonne. Morez and Les Rousses were supressed in 1913.
As before the most likely sources of these
cancels are on the 'Standing Helvetia' and
Postage Due issues and those of Morez-du-Jura
AGENCE D'ES MESSA,6.SUISSE
and Les Rousses the most probable.
Cancellations were of the same types as for
the Italian agencies and the following have
Fig.12.
been noted:
DIVONNE
DIVONNE-LES RAINS
Circular (Fig.13)
Fig.13.
MESSAG. FEDER.
MOREZ
MOREZ-DU-JURA
Straight line (Fig.12)
MESS. SUISSES
and Circular
MOREZ (JURA)
MESSIES [ FEDLES

MOREZ duJURA
.

PONTARLIER

PONTARLIER
AGENCE DES MESSAG. SUISSES
LES ROUSSES LES ROUSSES (JURA)
mEssIES.c. FEDLES

Straight-line (Fig.l2)
and Circular
Circular

,

Place
Bois d' Amont
Delle
Divonne-les-Bain:
Morez-du-Jura
Les Rousses
Pontarlier

Route
B. d' A. - Nyon
Delle-Porrentruy
D.les B.- Nyon
M.du J. - Nyon
L.R. - Nyon
Pontarlier L
Neuchatel

Dates
1/IX/77 - 4/IX/84
1852 - 1856
1876 - 1/X/05
1/V/76 - 31/XII/13
1/V/76 - 31/XII/13
1/XI/55,- 31/XII/62
V
(1/
I1/89-

A postal diligence
service operated from
La Chaux-de-Fonds to
CHARQUEMONT and MAICHE
(Dept. du Doubs) until
June 1914, but never
had the status of a
Swiss Postal Agency.
It should be noted
that the Federal Railways were linked with the portion of the Paris-Lyon-Mediteranee
line between the Swiss frontier and Pontarlier. The French stations of Verrieres-deJoux on the Neuchatel-Pontarlier line and Hopitaux-Jougne on the Vallorbe-Pontarlier
line were served by the Swiss travelling post office. Mail posted at the boxes in
these stations, normally franked with French stamps,was franked by the Swiss T.P.O.
with a rectangular cachet indicating their origin:
GARB DE VERRIERES DE JOUX
or
GARS DES HOPITAUX JOUGNE
(DOUBS)
(DOUBS)
(to be continued)
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Oka,

LONDON GROUP Hon.Sec. Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
321_Ethelbert Gardens, ILFORD1 Essex.
REMINDER!
At the next meeting, to be held on Wednesday, 14th February, 1962 at 6.45 p.m.
MR. F. STREIT
President of the London-Swiss Philatelic
Society, will be the guest speaker and
will give a talk and display on "SWISS
STAMPS - Design & Production".
DO NOT MISS THIS MEETING

YORKS/LANCS GROUPsHon.Sec. A. Gullis,
.. 3, Bowood Road, ELLAND, Yorks.
At the meeting on January 6th the
subject was 'ALL THE LANDSCAPES' by Mr.
R.A.Hoyle. Members know full well
that whatever Mr.Hoyle offers is always most thoroughly prepared and
artistically presented.
In his introductory paper Mr.Hoyle
said he had a few unusual stamps of
these issues which were not already in
the possession of other members, therefore, he had concentrated in linking
them with Swiss Geography, Geology,
1962 opened with a very successful meetArchitecture,
Agriculture and Folking on 10th January when the main subject
lore
rather
than
with 'pure' Philately;
for the evening was 'AIRMAILS'. Material
He
included
the
Cantonal
costume
was shown by Messrs. Lienhard, Slate,
stamps
because
each
had
a
background
Short, Mrs. Scholey & Mrs. Rawnsley, covershowing
landscape
or
architecture
ing the manyeepects of Swiss Aero-philately,
both as regards the stamps issued and flown typical of the Canton.
On a series of three large and
covers. The latter included some of the
beautifully
drawn outline maps were
Pioneer flights, Zeppelin covers, First Day
stamps
of
the
Landscapes, Houses and
and. Special Flights, also Balloon covers
other
buildings
attached to the appfrom the Gordon Bennett balloon races to
ropriate
geographical
position.
the recent flights in connection with the
The
whole
display
was
rich with
'NABAG' Exhibition. Other odd covers on
coloured
photographs
which,
coupled
which members sought information were also
with
the
detailed
descriptions
of the
passed round.
main
features
(and
some
little
known
For the remainder of the evening members
ones)
of
each
Canton,
brought
nostalwere privileged to see three volumes from
gic memories to your reporter. The
the collection of the late Mr. L. Osborn,
two of which comprised airmail stamps, both photographs were in almost every case
mint and used, and which contained a wealth precisely matched with the scenes of
the stamps.
of items, all in superb condition, with
To round off the display Mr. Hoyle
blocks of 4 of most items, also mint and
projected
a series of coloured, slides
used. The remaining volume contained some
of
the
stamps,
so that members could
superb early items - a few Cantonals and.
enjoy
the
finer
details.
Federal issues, also a magnificent selectAltogether
one
of the most delightion of mint 'Standing Helvetia' as well as
ful
displays
the
Group
has seen. L.m.
many other interesting items.
Those present expressed their thanks to
Mr. H.L. Katcher for bringing this material NEW TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS.
The following have just been issued
along and giving members an opportunity of
seeing part of this outstanding collection. FLIES DORF - Sommer- & Winterkurort
MOGELSBERG - Toggenburg fit/. ruhige •
1.4
Sommerferien
PAYERNE
Visitez•
son
Abbatiale
Three months only before the
SAAS FEE - 1800 m.d.M. - Kurort von
11i
HELVETIA ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION
Weltruf
SEDRUN - Ferien and Sport
WILL YOURS BE THE WINNING
AUTOMOBILE CANCELS
ENTRY THIS YEAR ???
4 Auto 3 Tag der Briefmarke/BriefmarkenNhy not let me help to make your
Ausstellung Thun, 2-3.XII.
Displays more interesting by supply!!:
Geneve,
Escalade 1602-1961,
ing those out-of-the-way items ...
g " 3
Geneva 9-10.XII.
varieties ... retouches ...
11
" 3 Zurich, Pro Juventute
shades .. .
blocks ;.. strips
etc., items that will make them outSLOGAN CANCELS
standing.
Frohe Weihnachten/Joyeux Nodl/Buon
Send your Wants Lists to
Natale
me or write for approval selections.
Pro Juventute Marken Jonas Furrer Winterthur 1-15.1.1962
Stadt Theater Luzern - Lucerne
75 Jahre internationale Sprache
Esperanto, Basel 1,Lucerne 2

RD

14, Law Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE,- Lancs.

RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTIONS777/7=7517DUE-Promptayenwilbvrymuch
appreciated
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16th YEAR

I

;

FEBRUARY

ISSUE
1962 NEW
PROGRAMME
Details given by the PTT
of forthcoming issues for this
year indicate that 1962 will be
,--considerably lighter on the
,ocket than the two preceding
years. Four new issues of
stamps are scheduled:
19th March - PUBLICITY ISSUE(4)
5c. 10c. 20c. & 50c.
1st June - PRO PATRIA (5)
5+5c. 10+1Oc. 20+10c.
30+10c. & 50+10c.
17th Sept. - E ROPA-CEPT (2)
30c. & 50c.
1st Dec. - PRO JUUENTUTE (5)
5+5c. l0+10c. 20+1Oc.
30+10c. & 50+10c.
In addition to the above
there will be
(a) on 19th March - 50c. OMS
stamp overprinted to mark
ati-malarial campaign.
(b) on 19th March - issue of
an AEROGRAM - a new
innovation
for Switzerland.
(c) in October, a series of
64 illustrated postcards
with impressed 10e. stamps.
To be sold by the Philatelic
Agency in complete sets only
at a price of Sw.Fr. 6.40.

PLBL1CTY
ISSI
E
The four stamps to be issued on March 19th
will commemorate current events:
5 Rp. Diesel train - Inauguration of Swiss Electric train TEE (Trans-Europe-Express) -bluegreen, red, yellow & grey
10 Rp. Rower - 1962 World Rowing Championships on
the Rotsee near Lucerne (6-9 September)
green, yellow-olare & violet
20 Rp. View of Jungfraujooh - Golden Jubilee of
the Jungfrau Railway 1912-62 - violet,
light blue & olive
50 Rp. OMS symbol & mosquito - Anti-malarial
campaign - blue, light red & light green
Paul Perret, Lausanne
5 Rp.
Designers:
10 & 20 Rp. Donald Brun, Basle
Hans Hartmann, Bern
50 Rp.

Productions Roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
Stamp Size: 36 x 26 mm. Pictures 32.5 x 22.5 mm.
White, with red and blue fibres
Papers
Sheets:
4 sheets of 25 stamps e achs A-D
The stamps will be on sale from March 19th in
all post-offices until stocks are exhausted, and
until 31st Dec. (unless stocks run out) at the
Philatelic Agency of the PTT.
Five special covers have been designed, one
appropriate to each stamp and one to carry the
complete set, available from the Philatelic Agency
at a cost of 30c. each (excluding stamps).
A first-day cancellation will be used, consisting of interlinked scallops and inscribed:
'BERN - AUSGABETAG - 19.III.62'

ANTI MALARIAL CAMPAIGN
On 19th March the current 50c. stamp of the OMS - World Health Organisation
series, will be issued overprinted in blacks 'ERADICATION DU PALUDISME'.
The overprint designed by Hans Thtlni of Bern. Remaining details as for normal stamp.
The special cover of the stamp series will be available, to be franked with
this 50c. stamp, at a cost of Fr.l.- inclusive from the PTT Philatelic Agency or the
Postbureau Geneva 10, with the special cancellations 'GENEVE 10 - ORGANISATION
MONDIALE DE LA SiZTE - Jour d'Emmision 19.III-1962' and the emblem of the campaign.
AIR-LETTER SHEET
The new air-letter sheet, also due on 19th March, will bear a triangular
printed stamp in blue of 65c. value, depicting 2 jet planes in flight; designed by
Richard Gerbig of Zurich. The sheets will be manufactured at the Envelope Works
Seetal A.G. Seon, and the stamp printing by the PTT Stamp Printery, Bern. The air
letter will cost 70c. First day postings will be given the same cancellation as
the Publicity stamps.
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MEETING ...

14th February.
A welcome visitor on this occasion was Mr. F. Streit, for very many years President of the London-Swiss Philatelic Society, and now its Patron. The subject of
the talk and display was 'STAMP PRODUCTION & DESIGN' and it was treated in an entirely novel way.

Firstly some brief details were given on the methods of production, i.e. recess
printing and photogravure. The latter method is by far the most economical, averaging about half the cost of recess, but depending on the quantities required and the
number of colours involved, and ranging from about 1/- per 1000 for millions to £2
per 1000 for a small quantity of a multi-colour design, with other supplementary
charges for paper, inspection and so on. A number of sheets of photographs were
shown, illustrating some of the steps in production.
Before reaching this stage, however, the design must be chosen, and in Switzerland this is usually done by organising a competition, following which the entries
submitted are considered by a special committee of art experts and P.T.T. officials.
The sheets displayed showed a number of stamps which have been issued, together
with illustrations of alternative designs submitted. These covered such subjects as
costumes, butterflies and flowers for the Pro Juventute issues, the 1939 National
Exhibition, 1941 Bern commemorative, Pestalozzi, Railway Centenary, items from the
'Pax' set, 1949 Pro Aero, Maiden voyage Switzerland-U.S.A., and other items from
some of the Publicity and Pro Patria series, etc.
In most cases, from a comparison of the various suggested designs, it was clear
why the finally accepted one was chosen, but in one or two cases members felt that
one or other of the rejected designs might have been equally or even more pleasing.

As an extra to the main display a number of additional items were shown, all
emphasising the importance of design.
These included selected sheets of Liechtenl..
stein - among them the beautifully printed 'Minnesinger' set; San Marino veteran
cars, the 'Freedom Bell' sets of Germany, with an official communication laying down
some very definite opinions on the subject of design, and others.
This most interesting display gave
an enlivening view of familiar stamps
and an insight into the tremendous work
that goes on behind the scenes before a
new stamp can be purchased over the
post-office counter.
E.J.R.

NEXT LONDON MEETING: - 5ednesday, 14th
March at 6.30 p.m. at Kingsway Hall SOCIAL EVENING with SWISS FILMS - the
programme to be arranged by Mr. A.J.
Harding. Members are invited, to
bring their wives (or sweethearts!)
on this occasion and we can assure them
of an interesting evening.
The following meeting, on April
11th, will be the ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION - full details next month.
The philatelic market is 'tipping' the
following:
(a) The two 1948 colour changes in the
1941-8 air set: 30c. slate blue
(Z.43) and 40c. blue (Z.44). On the
Continent these are priced considerably
higher than here and are likely to go
up.

SWF Z IRLAND
SOME, R.41900% QIS

1850 RAYON II. Complete reconstructed
plate of 40 types. Good average
condition. Very reasonable: £100
1874 TELEGRAPH STAMP Fr.3.- (No. 6).
Mint with double centre (only two
£ 42
copies known so far
1895 (?) The Fr.l.- Tell Monument
E 5
...
ESSAY. Rare!
Ditto, the Fr.1.- Sempach Monument
R. 5
...
...
ESSAY. Rare!
DISARMAMENT
CONFERENCE
AIR
1932
15o. Mint. Complete double
£32. 10.
.• •
rint
The above are for advanced Collectors but we can also help with more downto-earth items - Juventutes, Airmails,
etc. In fact, anything you may be lacking is available on a Wants List basis
or through our Approval Service.
HAVE YOU ORDERED OUR

1962 SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE ?
Price: 9/3d.+ 8d. post.
Available from the Hon. Secretary,
Helvetia Philatelic Society.

(b) 1948 paper-colour changes in the

Historical series: 80, 90c. 1.20
and 2 fr.
All worth searching for and already
the top value is promising well.

BPA

PTS
H.L. Katcher,
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27, Westbury Road, London, N.12.

Februar

1962.
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TH E SWISS POSTAL
AGENCIES ABPartROAD
VI (Conclusion)
Byo E.J. Rawnsley
AGENCIES IN AUSTRIA.
The Swiss agencies in Austria were exceptionally, concerned only with assistance to passengers, and no postal cancellations have been recorded. The agency at
NAUDERS, opened on 1 Nov. 1872 on the Schuls-Landeck line, was transferred to PFUNDS
STILFSERJOCH (Stelvio in194,whertsilx.Anotheragcyfuionedat
Pass) from 1907-1915. No Austrian agencies were established in Switzerland.
OFFICES IN BASLE
Before leaving this subject it would seem appropriate here to mention also the
bureaux of offices, two in number, established on Swiss soil, one by the Grand-Duchy
of Baden and the other by the French Government, since the cancellations used can be
found on Swiss covers.
1. THE BADEN OFFICE IN BASLE
A Treaty was concluded in July-August of 1852
between the Swiss Confederation and the Grand-Duchy
of Baden regarding the extension of the Baden railway into Swiss territory. In this, the Swiss Confederation, while reserving its foreign rights,
also those of the Cantons of Basel-Stadt and
Schaffhausen, accorded to the Grand-Duchy of Baden
the required concession to extend its railway line
so as to form an uninterrupted line from Mannheim
Fig. 14
to Lake Constance
7ith regard to postal services the Treaty stipulated that the transport of
letters, samples, newspapers, securities and money packets (not exceeding 10-lb.)
were to be sent through Swiss territory only by the Swiss postal administration.
The stations on this Baden railway line, within Swiss territory, were Basle
(in the Canton of Basel-Stadt) and Talchingen-Hall au, Neunkirch, Beringen, Neuhausen,
Schaffhausen, Herblingen and Thayngen (in Ct. Schaffhausen). Although it was at
first intended to establish post-offices in all the towns, the government of Baden
decided that Basle itself would be the most suitable place for the exchange of mail.
The Baden office was opened on 5th March 1855 and closed on 1st October 1876. It
was situated only 1 km. from the frontier and had one peculiarity created primarily
for the exchange and forwarding of mail it acted, nevertheless, as a distribution
centre for several localities in Baden, situated in close proximity to the frontier,
but nearer to the Basle office than to those in Baden.
Three types of cancellations are known for the Baden Office,
(Figs. 14 & 15). According to the usage of the time and like all
other offices in Baden, it possessed a 5 circle obliterator with
the number 170 in the centre, also a town cancel bearing the inscription 'Basel/Badisch. Bahnhof' and the arms of the GrandDuchy at the base, with the date, day and month only, in the
centre. This cancel is unique in that it is the only double
circle postal cachet of Baden. It is found very occasionally on
stamps and only from about 1863 • . After 1870 this office received
a date stamp 'BASEL, BAD. B.ABNHOF' of the same type as the Gerivan
cancels in general use (Fig. 15). The cancellation of German
Fig.15
stamps by the Basle office was not allowed.
,

2. THE FRENCH BUREAU IN BASLE
This was situated in the Alsation part of the Swiss railway station at Basle
and was established as the result of a Convention between the governments of BaselStadt and France, dated 24th October 1846, supplementing an earlier Convention of
25th June, 1845. One of the modifications consisted of the transfer of the existing
office at St. Louis to Basle and the setting up in Basle of a transit and exchange
office to and from Switzerland, Baden and the Austrian Empire. It was opened on loth
December 1846 and closed on 1st October 1865.
According to the official list of French Post Offices of 1852 the number 3705
(in the series of small figures on a lozenge of dots) was allocated to the office
in Basle, replaced in 1863 by No. 5081 (in the large number series), but the use of
either of these cachets has not been recorded.
Instead there were various double-circle date stamps, all in red, which were
(Continued overleaf) ...
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Continued from previous pages
used from 1847 to 1865 9 and were
most certainly applied by this
office (as Fig. 16) .

Figs. 16-19.
They are found on the reverse of
letters sent to Basle.
On the other hand letters with
the cachets of Basle, Zurich, Austria
and Baden, etc., followed by 'Beau FR.
(-) DE BALE' with or without a number
in the space indicated by (-) are
marks of entry from Basle into France
(Figs. 17-19).
The figures 1, 2 & 3 denote the
route over which the correspondence
was directed. These area
No. 1
via St. Louis
No. 2
via Mulhausen
No. 3 . • • via Paris
and are found mainly on letters
dated between 1846 and 1850.
This then is the study of the
Swiss postal agencies abroad and
the postal agencies established on
Swiss soil, a subject about which
much still remains to be learned,
but which is unfortunately, hampered by the paucity of material. Any
further observations from members
will be most welcome.
...

THE END ...

.VARIETIES s RETOUCHES
SHADES
COLOUR
are best studied leisurely and in comparison with items already in your possession
By means of approval selections
this can be done easily in your own
home;
Write today, stating your rewquirements and I will help you to build
up a worth-while collection.
!

J. S.14,ARNI`?RGNG
Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE,

Lancs.

;du,

February

62.

e0-14 L-

YORKS/LANCS GROUPS Hon.Secs A. Gullis,
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.
The February meeting consisted of a
remarkable display of PROPAGANDA POSTMARKS
given by the Group's Vice-Chairman, Mr. J.
H. Highsted.
A complete range of Health resort
publicity postmarks from 1942 - 1960 - some
of which are quite miniature works of art
- was followed by postmarks for special
events, on cover, together with the relevant vignettes in some cases. Numerous
'Day of the Stamp' cards came next and then
slogan postmarks galore, and miniature
sheets commemorating exhibitions, such as
the 'Lunaba', used on cover, with the
appropriate special postmarks.
Lastly a very unique postmark, known
to be the only one in existence. Special
post-offices are set up for the convenience
of workmen engaged on hydro-electric and
similar enterprises. Such was the case at
the STAUDAMMI ASG WILIEST, Goescheneralp.
The opening of this post-office did not
apparently receive any publicity and the
total mail on the f irst" day consisted of
one letter ... needless to say the cover
now on show!
i
{
C)aidAt 2
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELLATIONS
The following were issued in Decembers
KLOTEN
- Das Flughafendorf
- Monumenti storico
MESOCCO
ROMANSHORN 1.-Erholung am Bodensee
SAN BERNARDINO VILLAGIO - Luogo di cura

SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
TJnd was tust Du far die Freiheit? Solothurn 1, Luzern 2
Et toi, que fais-tu pour la liberte?
Fribourg 1.
Salon de 1'automobile - Geneva 1 to 25/III
75 Jahre internationale Sprache EsperantoDiel-Bienne 1, Zurich 1 Briefversand
THE SWISS WRITE MOST LETTERS ...
According to the January issue of
'ECHO', and figures published by the U.P.U.
in Bern, Switz:;gland receives on the
average 118.5 letters per person per year,
the highest total of all European countries.
Great Britain is a close second with,
112.1, and Sweden follows with 88.7. At
the lower end stands Italy - 37.5 and Finland - 29.6.
For printed matter, Switzerland, with
127 items per person per year, takes second
place to Belgium - 192 and ahead of the
Netherlands
93, with Norway - 31 and Finland - 16, bringing up the rear.
E.L.
-
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SHIP POSTMAKS
OF
Some further observations

LAKE M AGG
by L. MOORE
...

16th Year

ORE

Following my original article on the 'VERBANO' marks ('Helvetia Newsletter',
March 1960), I have hunted for further information from all possible sources. I
have come to the conclusion that because, during the period under review,the lake
shores were shared by four different countries, no single one of the available
works of reference tells the whole story.
Both Bolaffi and Landamann show the two early c.d.s. marks in their respective
books on Sardinian cancellations, while the monumental work on Austrian postmarks
by Miler lists the solitary oval lake steamer mark of Lombardy-Venetia. In none
of these, however, appears the slightest bit of information on the purpose of the
marks, or even reliable dates of use. Fortunately, in response to my appeal to
members I have had covers, tracings or other useful information sent to me by Mrs.
Rawnsley, Mr. Christian, Mr. 0ombridge, err Nussbaum and Mr. Stratton.
These, together with my own few possessions and supplemented by a marvellouse range
submitted by Mr. Taylor ofW.E. Lea Ltd. of the Strand, have enabled me to complete
the picture. I received some helpful information from the old post route maps in
the Berne Postal Museum and I have even consulted Baedeker (1863 Edition). This
latter guide reminds us that the lake was the 'LACUS VERBANUS' of the Romans, and it'.
seems reasonable to assume that its waters formed part of the route of the 'CURSUS
PUBLICUS' to Helvetia and to Gaul, established by Augustus. Baedeker also gives
details of the steamboat time-table, confirming that the terminals were Magadino and
Sesto Calende/Arona
I have found a cover, from INTRA. to GERSAU, dated 1808 (during the
French occupation) bearing a faint albino boxed 'INTRA'. Although
there are no marks to confirm my theory, it seems certain that the
route would be by ship to Magadino, over the Gotthard, and then by
ship along Lake Lucerne. In the old days, travel by water-way was
easier, safer and quicker than by land, particularly in a mountainous region. Then I found a great gap of time until the first Verbano'
Fig. 1
servioè proper. Bolaffi quotes the first c.d.s. with tal at foot
proving
a
period
have
seen.
covers
(Fig. 1) as being used in 1851. I
of use from 1852 (Oct) to Feb. 1855, but I accept Boiaffiis commencing date as in
this year there was a Sardinian/Swiss Postal Agreement.
From Switzerland to Italy it appears to have been used as a Sardinian mark of
entry - without adhesives at first, but sometimes franked by 'Strubeli' from l$54.
Inbothdireconsitwuldprobalyctas mrkof
accountancy to ensure payment to the Shipping Organisation. In 1854 it appears as the only mark (without
adhesives) from Arona to Bellinzona - probably posted
into a box on board while the ship stood at Arona pier,
The c.d.s. 'VERBANO' with 'N.1' or IN.2'. at foot
(Figs. 2 & 3) are described by Bolaffi and Robson Lowe
as being for upward and downward journeys respectively,
but I have seen both numbers used on both South and
Northbound covers (see note later).
Fig, 3
Fig. 2
Continued over ..
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THE SHIP POSTMARKS OF

LAKE MAGGIORE - (Contd1.
My proved period of use of bath marks is from August 1855 to March 1871. I found
them with & without adhesives, but covers from Italian lake-side towns have the
stamps cancelled by this - the only - mark, which suggests posting direct into the
box on board, either en route, or while the ship stood at the local pier. Swiss
stamps are 'Strubeli' &'Sitting Helvetia'. Both Italian & Sardinian adhesives can
be found so used.
The straight-line 'VERBANO' (Fig. 4) is not mentioned by any^
body I have read. I have the feeling this could be a Swiss mark.
e,I have found several examples, all from Switzerland to Sardinia,
but all used in 1859. Records show that this was the last year
Fig. 4
in which a Swiss Post Office was on board the 'Verbano' and it was also the year of
the opening of the Swiss diligence agencies in the Italian lake-side towns (see the
recent article on 'The Swiss Postal Agencies Abroad'). The letters of the mark
bear a resemblance to certain Swiss marks, but to no Sardinian ones. It is curious
that the apparently short period of use comes right in the middle of the use of the
c.d.s. 'VERBANO' N.1 or N.2 mentioned above, and which I have seen for every year
except 1859:
Fig. 5 shows the mark 'VERBANO No.1 - CORSA ASCENDENTE' in a
c.d.s. This is the only mark we can illustrate, but there are
three variants: Verbano No. 1 - Corsa discendente
Verbano No. 2 - Corsa ascendente
Verbano No 2 - Corsa discendente
making four in all. Let us for the time being number these as
Nos. 6, 7 & 8. I have found this mark in one form or the other
used from August 1870 to May 1877. The 'discendente' appears to
Fig. 5
have been used always Southbound and the 'ascendente' always Northbound. It will
be seen that there is some overlapping of dates. Apparently these marks came into
use before the 'N.1 & N.2' were discontinued. I am unable to explain this, but
feel fairly certain that the 'N.1' & N.2' had no bearing on direction, because I
have letters bearing both marks in both directions. I have seen an old letter of
the steamship undertaking mentioning the launching of 'Ship No.2 to help out 'Ship
No.1!. I suggest, therefore, that the 'N.1' &'N.2' were merely the numbers of two
separate ships which would use the same hand-stamp throughout the round trip both North and South.
On marks 5, 6, 7 & 8 the 'Corsa ascendente' &'Corsa discendente' are sufficiently indicative of direction and to number them for the same purpose would be superfluous. Here again, I suggest two separate ships, but now each carrying two separate hand-stamps, for use up-lake
and down-lake respectively.
Swiss adhesives used on covers bearing these marks during the period in
question are, naturally, 'Sitting Helvetia'. The 'Verbano' mark appears
never to have been used to cancel the
AND THE
stamps, which bear the c.d.s. of the
town of origin, even from Swiss Ianside towns such as Brissago, Ascona &
Locarno. Apparently the Swiss discouraged posting directly into the
Each year I look forward to meeting
ship's letter box while at the piers.
members of the Society among the many
Postal stationery with embossed stamps
clients who visit the exhibition
often appears, & sometimes in combinThis personal contact is very valuaation with 'Sitting Helvetia'.
After 1877 the word 'Verbano' seems ble since it enables me to help solve some
of your problems and also gives you an
to disappear from the postmarks, although the lake steamer postal service opportunity of seeing for yourself the
...
continued for many years. These later immense range of our stock
marks will be dealt with in a concludIf you were not at 'Stampex', then
ing article next month.To be continued
our full postal services remain at your
disposal ...
S U B CRIPTI0NS-10/-p.a.
For everything in Swiss Philately..
We regret to note that a number of
write to
renewals remain outstanding. To avoid
BPA
H.L. KATCHER
STS
those in extracospnde,wil
(Amateur Collector Ltd)
arrears please send their subs along
27, Westbury Road, London N.12.
as quickly as possible, or we may
•
have to delete their names from the
mailing list.
,

.

STAMPFX

AV AT EU R.
COLLEC 1 OR

...

...

...

...

...
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THE SIL K THkAD ISSUES OF SWTZELAND

äa54--6).

by G. KUISEL
(Editor's Note)ö (This article, originally published in the 'Journal Philatelique
Suisse', was translated and appeared in the 'Philatelic Magazine' in July 1944. It
remains a standard study of this stamp issue and permission has been obtained to
reprint it. re crave the indulgence of those who know it well for the benefit of
newcomers to Swiss philately).
INTRODUCTIONS
The classification of the 'Silk Thread' issues, with all the
intricacies of papers and printings, continues to puzzle many collectors, and the
following article is designed to clarify some of the problems.
The excellent study by Dr. J. Suter, regarded as the most thorough
cataloguing of these issues, is embodied in Zumstein's great manual of 1924
long
out of print, alas. Unfortunately the text relating thereto, by M.F. Puri, of Bern,
was inadequately understood by many collectors. Subsequently H. Erne, of Bottstein,
revised the text and later editions of the catalogue were based on this re-arrangement. Nevertheless, the new classification did not please everyone and many collect
-ors still experience difficulty in identifying their specimens. After many years
of thought and search, a new approach is now made. By profound study of the Federal Acts, and consultation with eminent specialists in paper manufacture and printing, it has become possible to fix new fundamental principles, while meticulous
tests with the aid of modern accessories such as the Quartz lamp, the microscope &
precision scales, enables the establishment of proper rules to simplify classification.
1. FACTS ESTABLISHED BY THE FEDERAL RECORDS
-

Study of the Federal records concerning the manufacture of the
'Silk Thread' stamps and the difficulties encountered, has given, in brief, the
following results.
at Berne had decided to issue postage
After the Postal Directorate
thread paper, it was discovered that
stamps printed in relief on silk
the paper. Manufacture was consenobody in Switzerland could make
mill at Pasing, near Munich, which
quently entrusted to the paperfor Bavarian stamps and possessed the
had already supplied the paper
necessary experience.
was given the work of printing the
The Federal Mint at Berne
the necessary equipment required time
stamps. But as preparation of
to
utilise
the
services of the J.G. Weiss State
it was found necessary meanwhile
Printery at Munich.
The authorities
First deliveries from Munich arrived in Berne in July 1852.
They only desired a little darker shade for
were more or less satisfied with them.
After the second delivery in December 1852, Berne requested that the
the 5c.
yellow-green colour of the 40c. should also be made darker.
In October 1852 the size
Munich printed the stamps at first in sheets of 100.
They also used a
of the sheet was reduced to 50, which resulted in better relief.
In
August
1853
the
Munich
State
Printery
completed
its
undertaking to
hand-press.
print 5 million stamps, and at the same time they handed over the plates.
To render forgery more difficult a silk thread of a different colour for each
value was chosenin7,854. At the same time an order for sufficient paper to print
10 million stamps was given to Pasing.
In the spring of 1854 the Berne Mint was able to begin printing. In April
1855, on the first delivery of the 5c. on paper with yellow silk thread, the Director of the Mint, Dr. Kuster, wrote to the Postal Directorate
"The next delivery will be furnished in part on the new paper, and in part
The paper with yellow silk thread is
on paper with green silk thread.
defective, also the thread is not sufficiently visible".
From December 1855 the paper with the insufficiently visible yellow silk thread
was replaced, for the 5c. stamp, by the black silk thread paper of the 1 fr., while
the 1 fr. stamp-: was, from that time, printed on the yellow thread paper.
Till the end of 1856 all the paper used for the stamps was exclusively supplied
Then commenced the first deliveries from the Sihl Paper Works at Zurich.
by Munich.
Continued over..
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THE 'SILK THREAD' ISST'.Y; OF SWITZERLAND 1854-62 Continued
Paper from Sihl cost much less ; and thenceforward it was all obtained from that
source.
From the commencement the Sihl Works met with manefacturing difficulties;
delays in delivery were encountered; the silk threads of different colours complicated the work, so much so that the Postal Directorate, to help matters, decided
to revert to a uniform green thread for all values. At the same period the Mint
installed fresh printing machinery which enabled them to print sheets of 50 9 instead of sheets of only 25 9 which they had been working up to then.
2. THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACT.RISTICS OF THE SILK THREAD PAPERS.
Examination of the paper employed has been very interesting for there are grounds
to suppose that paper manufactured by two different paper mills would show different characteristics.
(A) MUNICH PAPER
(B) ZURICH PAPER
Under the Quartz lamp, yellowish, lighter
or darker according to the delivery, but
always yellowish.
Under the microscope, the paper reveals a
composition of silk and linen rags. The
fibres are long, and there is very little
additionalloading substance.
The weight of the stamps varies almost
10 0. Tests show that the weight of the
40c. pale yellow-green varies between 25
and 45 milligrams.
Hand-mades these properties indicate that
it is of the nature of a paper made by
hand, without the aid of machinery.
Paper trade experts confirm this theory.

Under the Quartz lamp, greyish,lighter
or darker according to the delivery.
Under the microscope, the pulp is shown
to be composed of short fibres ; and is
heavily loaded with additional materials.
The weights vary to the extent of 307.
For example, the 5o. dark brown varies
from 42 to 54 milligrams

Machine-made; This without question is
a machine-made paper, although it cannot
be established by the records, which
Sihl mills state no longer exist.
The silk threads in the Zurich paper re-act as follows under the Quartz lamps
The green thread appears clear, like the phosphorescent figures of a luminous watch.
The red thread appears dark red, and the blue thread appears so pale as to be nearly
invisible. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*
*
For Quartz lamp examination the following
* WHY
N 0 T
B U Y
AT *
observations should be noted:
*
*
The stamps should not have been cleaned,
*
*
nor subjected to damp or any chemical product. Soap leaves in the paper a residue
which modifies the fluorescence under the
lamp. Paper affected by humidity appears
7 I
\
CT 7
1:
yellow or blotahsd with yellow.
- .J__
0 i
1 .,
The fluorescence of stamps which have,
been in contact with chemical products
RARITIES
...
WANT-LISTS
varies according to the matter employed.
In general the fluorescence of the silk
NE7 ISSUES
thread is destroyed.
... EUROPE
CATALOGUES ...
It
(C) The question of PELTJRE PAPER.
should be added that the 'pelure' paper
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
mentioned in certain catalogues should be
SPECIALISED
In the classconsidered as Munich paper.
ification which follows stamps of this kind
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
are not considered as a special issue, but
In its structure,
as a paper variety.
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT
neither the Munich nor the Zurich paper is
On the contrary both are
woolly or soft.
Copies which appear woolly
quite stiff.
---000---to the touch have been cleaned with soap or
*
This operation has destroy
other products.
*
-ed,in part, its foundation, the fibres are
&
C I E
Z U lb S T E I N
loosened from the pulp, and it has lost
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.),
weight.
Postfach 1291 9
BERNE 2 9
( To be Continued )
*
(Switzerland)

*

1

*
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CANCELLATIONS

For the benefit of cover collectors a check list is given below of the special
cancellations issued in 1961;
AP

.41

0

, MATCH
D OUVERTURE
.0
23.61
OE DS

C A / 4, 0
23.-24. X. 61
'

=j
GENAELLAGGIO,,
46"
LOCARNO
45

UMNO,
DEL F$

1. Publicity issue
2. Europa week
3/4. Hockey championships
Opening and closing
matches
5. Transport House
6. HYSPA Exhibition
7. Pro Patria
8. Blind. Assoc. Jubilee

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

EW ISSUE NEWS. Apologies are made
for the omission of a reference to the
forthcoming issue of a JUBILEE MINIATURE
SHEET on 1st Deo. to mark the Golden
Jubilee of the Pro Juventute stamps. Full
details will be available later.

Meanwhile further information is given
regarding the Sc. Publicity stamp. Comfortable diesel-driven rail-car trains,
called TEE trains - Trans-Europe-Express have been plying between various European
Swiss
cities for a number of years.
engineers have now succeeded in developing
an electric TEE train designed for four
distribution systems. These new trains
are running on the sections ZurichGotthard-Milan and Milan-Simplon-Paris,
but can, of course, be used on any electrified standard gauge railway line throughout the Continent.
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE - Chan g e of location.
Following the transfer of the office of
UIT (International Telecommunications Union
correspondence will be stamped as from Marc
6th by the Geneva Post Office 20 Montbrillant (formerly franked at Geneva 14,
Palais Wilson.)

Europa - CEPT
New high values
3rd Phil, Exhib. Locarno
Rocket flight
Rogiophil. Exhib. Liestal
Phil. Exhib. St. Imier
Pro Juventute
Day of the Stamp

NUMBERS
ISSUED. The
following figures have been released;
'EUROPA STAMPS
25,530,000
1957
25 c.
25,376,000
40 c.
1959
30 c.
36,182,000
39,907,000
50 C.
20,825,000
. 1960
30 c.
20,394,000
50 C.
-

5+

TELLIa

50. 2,649,199
10+ 10c. 4,751,229
20+ 10c. 3,959,290
PUBLICITY Isgiqiag.,
11,978-,:108-:
Sc.
29,399,638.
10c.

30+10c. 1,616,091
50+10c. 1,699,585

20c. 11,867,433
4,932,798
50c.

ELR.LAN...a_g= .. March Meetino.
There was a good entry in the Competition for the 'Highsted' Cup which
was won by Dr.Richie, second place was
shared by Mr.A.H.Hoyle & Mr.L.Moore,
while Mr.U.J.F.Gosling won third place.
Many different aspects of Swiss phil
ately Were covered. but details are with
held at this stage as most of them will
-

probably be on view in London when the

National Compe t ition is held in A ril,
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THE 7TH AN\JAL CUP COMPETITION
-ill be held at THE KINGS WAY HALL (Rocrn 31) ,
King sway z London, 7. C. 2. on WEDNESDAY 11 -t11 April 9 1962

at 6.45 p. m.

It is hoped there will be a record number of entries in this year's Competition,
but in any event come along, if possible, on the evening and see them.
We know
from experience that the standard will be high and there will be many outstanding
philatelic studies.
We are also pleased to announce that the Adjudicators on this occasion will be
MR. H.L. KATCHER, who is very well-known to most members, and Mr. T.C. BROOKS, a
London Group member - a non-competitor - and it is felt that their combined efforts
will give a very balanced judgement on the entries submitted.
RULES
1.

The Competition shall be held annually at a date determined by the Committee
of the Helvetia P.A. as a display of album leaves from collections of Swiss
stamps owned by members of the Society. The display shall be held at a meeting of
the London Group but shall be open to all members of the Society, wherever they reside.
2.
Competitors shall enter not less than S I X and not more than T E N sheets,
comprising any postage stamps, charity, airmail, special, postage dues,official
or any other items, miniature sheets, semi-postal issues (such as hotel, soldier
stamps, airmail labels etc.), entires, flown covers, postal stationery etc. issued
in Switzerland. (Note; Thematic entries will not be excluded although many judges
find difficulty in assessing these in comparison with other more philatelic entries.)
3.
Entries sent by post should be packed carefully & despatched by Registered Mail
and must be in the hands of the Competition Organiser, the Hon. Secretary of
the Society: Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley, 32 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex, not later than
Mondm_91h April. Members attending the meeting may, of course, bring their entries
along on the night.
All entries will be fully covered by insurance during the period from receipt
4.
to return to their owners.
A JURY appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge the entries
5.
and award the HELVETIA SILVER CUP to the owner of the entry which they shall
select as the most worthy. In addition a consolation prize will be presented to
the runner-up.
Entries shall be judged by a system of points based on the following headings:
6.
e) Writing up & arrangement .. 25
.. 25
(a) General Philatelic Interest
(b) Originality (including research) .. 25 (d) Condition (catalogue value
to be ignored). 25
The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession of
the winner for 11 months following the award and then be returned to the Competition Organiser named by the Committee. The Cup shall then be awarded to
the next winner, but if the same person wins 3 successive Annual Cup Competitions,
the Cup shall become his or her property and the Committee shall provide a new Gap
for the next Competition.

7.

The small LIECHTENSTEIN Collection
offered in our Jan. issue is still unsold. WOULD ANY MEMBER BE INTERESTED
is a fascinating way of tracTO MAKE AN OFFER? Details are as follows: Mostly used; inc. 1-16 9 43, 47,
ing the postal history of a country & the
80-83, 141, 217-225 m. & u., F17-239
postmarks used.
Swiss covers provide a wide
77-10, 14, 15-17, 19, 23; many early &
middle sets, odd items blocks etc.
field, from pre-stamp days to modern pict
Contact W.R.Morrison, 'Tor Uaine', 54 -oriel cancellations.
William St., Helensburgh, DumbartonWhy not send for approval
shire, Scotland.
selections and build up an interesting
...
...
'::rite now to
collection?
Our heartiest congratulations to
Mr. & Mrs. E. Lienhard of Chelmsford,
on the arrival of a daughter, Veronica
Brigitte. Whether she will become a
potential recruit to 'Helvetia' is too
Torrisholme
14, Low Lane,
soon to say, but we are sure she will
MORECAMBE,
Lancs.
be brought up in the right way.
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No. 4.
**
It gives us much pleasure
to announce the marriage of n
our President, MR. EDWARD H. 8
SPIRO to SENORITA JOSEFINA
**
ESTEVEZSENRA, daughter of
**
**
Col. Don Carlos Esteves
**
Cambra of Madrid, which took
**
place in London on March
**
**
10th, 1962.
**
On behalf of all Members
of the Helvetia Philatelic 'ta.

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Supt;
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Poppard Road,
Caversham.
Readings

....
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THE S V EE:\ I F-1 ANNAi
UP (I:
I —T— (1) '\: -

Y0 cR <5 F: REGA1NTHEC P

There was a very good attendance on this
occasion and a most satisfactory number of
entries - 17 in all - of such merit that our two
Judges a MR. H.L. KATCHER and MR. T.C. BROOKS, had
difficulty in selecting the winners and would have
likeito give a prize to each entrant.
After due deliberation the results of the CornSociety,wxndoMr.&
announced
follows
*4
Mrs. Spiro our heartiest
PetC.
1
31ti;1
Group) for an
**
congratulations and all good 4
out standing entry on "The Printed Rate" showing
**
wishes for their future
the use of the 2c. "Strubel" - including a copy
**
**
happiness.
of the famous Bisect - and the 2c. & 3c."Sitting
******************************
****************************** Helvetia" Perf. Not only was the theme an unusual
one, the result of considerable research, but it
also showed the link-up with the Italian and Austrian newspaper stamps.
Runner-ups MR. M.S. ATHERTON (London) - for a very beautifully presented 'Swiss
Tour", showing that modern stamps can compete successfully with the old.
The following received special mention:
(a) MR. D. SLATE (London): "The Provisional Issues", a most informative entry.
(b) MR. J.A. CORDINGLY (London): A very beautifully arranged entry on modern
commemoratives.
(c) MR. J.H. SHORT (London): "League of Nations" stamps in extremely fine condition
for this type of material.
(d) DR. G.G. RITCHIE (Yorks): Postmarks on cover of the "Sitting Helvetia Perf".
series, excellently mounted and arranged.
(e) YR. R.G. TYREMAN (Yorks): "Standing Helvetia" with emphasis on the retouches.

The remaining entries covered such subjects as Hotel Posts; Sitting Helvetia
Perf. (3 entries); Tee-beche & sé-tenants the Grouping of Postmarks; T.P.O. Cancellations; 20c. Railway Centenary; Standing Helvetia and Modern Issues.
Both Judges said they were impressed by the high standard of all the entries and
the variety of subjects put forward. Unfortunately only two awards could be made,
but they hoped the unsuccessful competitors would not be too disappointed and would
return to the fray next year.
The Runner-up prize of a stock-book was presented to Mr. Atherton and the Cup Will
be forwarded to the new holder, Mr. Moore, in due course.
Following this members were able to study the entries closely and to consider them
in relation to the Judges' comments. Such was the array that extra tables had to be
obtained at short notice on which to display them, and the whole constituted a very
praiseworthy exhibition of Swiss stamps.
The next London Group Meeting, the last of the present series, on Wednesday, Mar
9th, will consist of a display of "SOLDIER STEPS", by Mr. E.C. Slate.
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THE SI < 1 I-R =n^ ISSUES
OF 185z -62
Kuisel
Part II
By G.

Continuin the ways of differettiatincP between the issues.:
3. DIFFERENCES OF IMPRESSION: As can be seen from a study of the records mentioned
above, two printers participated in the production of the 'Strubel' stamps, the
State Printery at Munich, and the Mint at Berne.
(a) In the Munich Printings one may observe under the microscope that the colour is
well absorbed by the paper, even when lightly inked. When lightly printed the
solid portions appear finely dotted.
(b) In the Berne Pintincs the microscope shows that the colour remains on the surface. In cases where the ink is thin, the solids appear tachetes.
Competent printing-trade specialists consulted opine that the colours employed
for the Munich impressions were better mixed than at Berne, It is also probable
that Munich impressions were made on slightly dampened paper. In that way they
would be more likely to absorb the ink; hence the pointill6. The Mint, on the
contrary, employed dry printing. The colours employed, notably the brown and blue,
were not sufficiently reduced, and so were not absorbed by the dry paper. In cases
of over-inking, the colour stands out against the relief.
The Berne impression on very thin paper, called pelure, gave bad results. The
sheets in question were in part thrown out as faulty. In 1857 these rejects were
re-examined and the best of them utilised, probably because the Sihl paper-mill was
behind with its deliveries and a supply was urgently needed.
Bad impressions on the Zurich paper arose from its stiffness. Additionally the
olich6s were very much worn, so that the relief was weak. Moreover, the increase
in the size of the forme to impress sheets of 50 instead of 25 affected the quality
of the work adversely.
The widespread opinion that the Munich printings can be distinguished from
those of. Berne by their distinct and clear impression is false. There are Munich
printings so bad, probably from sheets of 100, that one can scarcely distinguish
the lozenges of the background. On the other hand, there are Berne printings so
sharp that they equal the printings of Munich. Neither is high relief a sure test
in sorting impressions. There are
Munich printings with very pronounced
relief, and others without any relief,
just as in the Berne printings.
Enlargements of stamps of each
issue will show strongly the difference
of impression. Nora t.;.. ly it is necessary to seek these d f:"erenoewith a
good glass, preferanly in the four corWith a
ners, around the fleurettes.
OPPORTUNITY TO ACQUIRE ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE
little practice one acquires a sense of
USEDCOLTINFSW ERATIONL
distinction which enables the two print OFFICES (SDN, BIT, BIE,OMS, UNO, OIR,
-ingstoberadlypte. UIT, UPU, & OMLN)... 386 stamps mounted
in brand new Godden Popular Album on de
(Editor's Note: Efforts are being made
luxe gilt-edged leaves
to obtain some suitable photographs
which will reproduce well and to pubonly
2240.
BARGAIN
lish these before the conclusion of
the article).
ONLY ONE COLLECTION IS
KINDLY NOTE:
The next section will deal with
AVAILABLE AT THIS PRICE.
the question of colour,To be continued
(Our normal price for this complete Collection if made up to clients' order:R.32g
The breaking up of the large Swiss
CORRECTION - Verbano articles:
Collection mentioned in our December adMr. L. Moon asks us to publish the
vertisement is well under way. While much
following:
interesting material has already been sold
therislawthofunsaliem
'In the last instalment of this
article (H.N.L. March 1962) mention was available for the discriminating collector of Swiss stamps. W'e should be very
made of the books on Sardinian postmarks
pleased to forward Approvals on request by Bolaffi & by Landamann. Landamenn's
work, of course, is on the cancellatIns (new clients are kindly asked to furnish
of Lombardy-Venetia while Bolaffi 'sthe references,)
H.L. KATCHER
only one known to the writer on those
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
F. . , 27 Westbury Road, London, N.12.
of the Kingdom of Sardinia'.
..

,
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THE SHIP POSTMARKS OF LAKE MAGGIORE (Conclusion) - by

Pe 1
L. MOORE.

The name 'Verbano'
appears to have been
discontinued from
about 1877.This may
be because the ships
were no longer so
named, but more prob
-ably because the
lake itself was now
known as 'Lag°
Maggiore' instead, of
the former 'Lag° di
Verbano.'
Before going forward chronologically, mention ought to be made of the solitary mark
of the Austrian Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia, who controlled the Eastern shore until
1859. I have found a beautiful strike of this oval mark, tied.
to the first issue of the 5c. on hand-made paper, along with a
10c. on machine-made paper, with no other marks of origin, and
addressed to Locarno, whose receiving c.d.s. of 5th August,
1858 it bears. So I was wrong, when in my original article, I
suggested that it would not be used on mail to Switzerland! I
have found no trace of its use in any year other than 1858, arid.
---I have a feeling that the carriage of mail on the steamer
Radetzsky 1 was not to fill a postal need, but rather to demonstrate Austrian rights on the lake.
The 'Corsa ascendente 1 and'discendente marks were discontinued around 1877 9 and in my examination of the covers the
Fig. 9.
next mark in date order was a large single c.d.s. 1 AronaMagadinol (Fig.10) with its counterpart 'Magadino -Arona',
(Fig.11). I found these marks used only from 1889 (Nov.) to 111 (Nov.), but as
there is a time gap after my last mark, it is possible that it was used for alonger
period.
Whether there is an 'N.1 1 and an 'N.2' in each direction
I cannot say. Letters from Switzerland to Italy
1
bear
'Sitting
Helvetia' stamps, while in the reverse
23 47
(),
9
direction the appropriate Italian stamps were used. Of
c•NOV
the many I have seen l all covers after 1881 (the yearof
C'c• -80
the opening of the Gotthard. Tunnel) bear only the
stamps of Italy, and there is no further mention of
(I .1 0
Magadino, Locarno taking its place as the Northern terminal. Nor is there any trace of commercial corresFig.10
Yig. 11
pondence after this date, only holiday postcards,

0 AO

apparently pod on board the steamers, because they bear no other marks of origin.
Almost all of them 9 however, are to Swiss addresses. The great historic commercial
waterway is now part of a tourist itinerary.
From 1894 to 1900 there appears a straight two-line mark (Fig.12) One picture post
card shows an early 'Puffing Billy' -:reproduced at the. head of the page. From 1899
(note overlap) to 1914 there is a double c.d..s. 'Locarno-Arona (1)' and a companion
mark in reverse direction 'Arona-Locarno (2)'. (Figs.13
& 14.) Then to illustrate the difficulty of giving a reliable check-list I found several examples of another
'ALE
mark used only in the year 1908 - right in the middle of
the period of use of the last two marks. This is a
5ERViti
large c.d.s. 1 NATANTE-LOCARNO-ARONA 1 (Fig.15) and alatil. LAG
though I have not seen one
it is reasonable to assume
that there would be anothFig. 12
er mark for the reverse
This exploration into hitherto unsurveyed
direction.
territory has yielded sixteen different marks (and
there are probably many more still to
be found) covering a period of a hundred and six years!
Fig.13 Fig.14
(NOTE: If anyone can Add to the foregoing or quote any farther
examples, we shall be pleased to issue a further cheCklist in due course. Ed.)
Fig.15
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YORKS/LANCS GROUPg Hon.Seco A.Gullis,

APRIL 1962

SUBSCRIPTIONS

3, Bowood Road, ELLAND, Yorks.
On March 12th the Group visited the
Philatelic Society of York, to whom they
presented a display covering the whole
range of Swiss collecting from pre-handstruck postal history to the latest Pro
Juventute. The Group Chairman, Mr. F.
Myers, supported by Mrs.Myers,Miss Solly,
Dr.Ritchie & Messrs. Gosling, Gullis,
Heaps, Highsted, Hoyle, Moore, Robertshaw &'Tyreman9 staged a miniature exhibition including Cantonals, Rayons,
Strubels, Sitting & Standing Helvetia,
Cross & Figure, U.P.U., Tell & Tell-Boy,
Landscapes, Railway stamps & cancellations, Miniature sheets, Hotel stamps &
Liechtenstein. Some of the York Philatelists brought along Swiss stamps for
identification and it seems probable that
they will, in due course, join 'Helvetia',
which will amply reward the Yorkshire
Helvetians for a 70 mile drive on a snowy
night.

Despite last month's appeal there
are still a number outstanding. If
your sub. (10/- only) is still owing,
it would be much appreciated if you
would remit promptly to avoid extra
correspondence.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
LONDON GROUT:
Mr. A.J. Harding provided a superb
selection of Swiss films for the Social
Evening held in March. Among them Were
'Symphony of Switzerland' with views of
various districts; 'Tessin - Paradise
in Southern Switzerland' ; ' Winter Sports
at St. Moritz' - probably the most
spectacular of all - and how easy it
all looks! 'Through the Magnifying
Glass' was a new film on stamps issued
by the P.T.T. This covered stamps of
many countries and was designed to
emphasise the pleasures of stamp collecting in general.

With an oar to the keyhole we learn
that several of our members are doing
their bit to keep the flag of 'Helvetia'
flying with displays in various places:
MR. J.E.LISTER, representing Worthing
P.S. had a frame of 1900 U.P.U. on show
at ' Stampex' , and also gave a display to
that Society on March 22nd.
MR. L. MOORE showed 'Helvetia Posts' to
Sheffield P.S. on March 22nd, tracing with
the aid of maps and other data from the
Post Museum, the Roman routes over the
Alps to Rhaetia, Gaul & Germania.
'Valtellina' campaign covers followed and
'Standing Helvetia' issues. Interspersed
were old coaching notices, and an engraving of the ' drei-spanner' etc., which
attracted as much attention as the stamps,
MR. J.W. WALTERS will be showing Swiss
material at Nottingham on May 18th, and
others, no doubt, are also doing their
best to promote interest in 'our' stamps.

Would any member be interested in
EXCHANGING, with one of our members in
the U.S.A., SWISS FIRST DAY COVERS OR
STAMPS for UNITED NATIONS ITEMS? If
so please contact the Hon. Secretary.
NEW TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
BRIENZ (Bern =in sch,Jnen Bergland r,am
FISCHENTHAL - Ruhiges uVandergobiet. a `' e
OBERUZWIL - Im untern Toggenburg
SAAS GRTJND - Erholung, Berg- & Skisport
r ,...s,.*.Yg aml4kky,:,k:Hf}iti.im` ;!iitSft1lii{m{äi54#:$f::anC.ttis.}[i hKjiv-7a*:t;: ät1,f,<4 rs rr"ho earta :
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WANT-LISTS
00.
NEW ISSUES
... EUROPE
CATALOGUES ...

RARITIES
S"

Li \j

for
All Issues of Swiss Stamps;
... MIDDLE ... .MODERN
EARLY

a

PRE-STAMP COVERS
FIRST DAY COVERS
AIRMAIL STAMPS & COVERS
MINIATURE SHEETS
TETE- BECHE & SL-TENANT
etc. etc.

.

Write now for approval selections
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

SWITZERLAND/LEICHTENS TEIN
SPECIALISED
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT
---00o--

C I E
&
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BERNE 2,
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PRO PATRIA

16TH YEAR

1952

NEW DESIGNS AND FORMAT
As is customary the 5 National Day stamps 'PRO PATRIA', with additional charge,
will be issued on 1st June. All will be of vertical format. Commencing with
this issue the Pro Patria series will carry on the tradition established by the
Pro Juventute series of honouring outstanding Swiss citizens and the 5c. stamp
commemorates JEAN-JACQUES ROUSSEAU (1712-1778) whose 250th anniversary will be celebrated on 28th June. The stamp shows the great Genevan author and philosopher-in
Armenian costume, after a painting by Allan Ramsay (1713-1784) in the National
Gallery, Edinburgh.
On the four other values old Swiss coins are depicted. They are the first subjects shown in a new motif series 'FINE ARTS AND USEFUL ARTS'. The artist has in
tentionally refrained from reproducing beautifully preserved cabinet specimens and
has depicted them as old coins worn by long use.
90% of the proceeds from the additional charge will go to the National Day collection, which will be for the benefit of homes for old and infirm people. The remaining 10% is intended for various cultural efforts.
Detailed descriptions are as follows:
5 + 5c. Portrait of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, one colour: light blue
10 + 10c. Obwalden, half telex', silver coin. Three colours: green/blue/grey
20+ 10c. Schwyz, ducat, gold coin. Three coloursn red/yellow/grey
Three colours: orange/greenish-grey/grey
30 + 10c. Uri, batten, small coin.
Three colours: Ultramarine/lilac/grey
50 + 10c. Nidwalden, batzen, small coin.
Steel engraving by Karl Bickel Sr., :7alenstadtberg
5c.
Remainder: Celestino Piatti of Riehen
Rotary line engraved recess printing by Postage Stamp
5c.
Process;
Printing Office PTT, Bern.
'Remainders Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds.
Picture sizes 21 x 26 mm.
Stamp Sizes 24 x 29 mm. (all values)
White stamp paper without coat and mixture of fibres
5c.
Paper:
Remainders White, lightly coated, with red and blue fibres
No. of sheets per cylinders 5c. - 4 sheets (Nos. 1-4). Remainders 2 sheets (A-B)
No. of stamps per sheet: 50
The stamps will be on sale in all post offices from 1st June to 31st August,
1962 (or until exhausted) and from the Philatelic Agency PTT and mobile post
offices from 1st June to 31st December 1962, when validity ceases.
A special first day postmark, designed by Emil Hotz of Zurich, incorporating
the bull's head from the coin of Uri and readings 'BERN - BUNDESFEIERMARKEN Ausgabetag 1.VI.62' will be used exclusively for cancellations applied on 1st June by
Philatelic Agency PTT in Bern.
The Swiss National Day Committee will again issue a special envelope with a vigThe
nette (picture motif of the 30c. stamp) at a cost of 30c. without stamps.
envelopes will be available from the agencies of the Swiss National Day Committee
and the Philatelic Agency PTT.

Designers:
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CURRENT DEFINITIT1 SERIFS
The differences between stamps in
sheets and in coils for the 5, 10 & 20c.
values were shown by means of sketches
in an earlier issue of the 'News Letter:
To complete the series the appropriate
sketch for for the 50c. value is given
below:

Shortagecfspace in the last issue or
two has put the news of special cancellations etc. in arrears.
The
following have been reported:
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
1. For the 32nd international Automobile Salon, Geneva, a special
cancel was used from 15-25 March in the
'Palais des Expositions'. It read:
'GENEVE - date - SALON DE L'AUTO', the
main words in broken lettering like road
studs,
2. To mark the anti-malarial campaign
an exhibition 'MiALAREX' was held
under the patronage of the World Health
Organisation of 7/8 April, at which antimalarial stamps of all nations were on
show. The special cancel had the initials '0.M.S.' in the centre, round the
outer edge "GENEVE 10 - Organisation
Mondiale de la Santé' and inside 'Journ6e Mondiale de la Sang - 7- 8.IV.1962'.

SHEET 4717E-810w
4.80L : - LINE M15 w:5

3. To mark the inaugural flight of Swiss
-air to West Africa by the Convair
990 Coronado on 2nd May: route Zurich2 cancels were
used, both showing the Swissair emblem.
One in Germans 'ZURICH 58 FLUGHAFEN 2.V.62 - ERSTFLUG - ZURICH - GENF - TRIPOLIS-LAGOS-ACCRA', and the other in Frenchâ
'GENEVE 15 - AEROPORT - 2.V.62 - PREMIER
VOL - ZURICH-GENEVE-TRIPOLI-LAGOS-ACCRA'.
4, To mark the inauguration of the new
buildin of the International Telecommunications Union t a special cancel
was used on 3rd May, showing the new
building and reading: 'GENEVE 20
1
INAUGURATION DU BATIMENT UIT'.
5. Philatelic Exhibition at Heerbrugg
(St. Gallen). The special cancel
used on 5/6 May read: 'HEERBRUGG JUBILAUM.S BRIEFMARKEN-AUSSTELLUNG' .
6. From 8-25 May 1962 the United
Nations Office of the World Health
is
Organisation held its 15th Assembly and
used the special cancels 'GENEVE - 15e
ASSEIBLEE YONDIALE DE LA SANTE' on the
0.M. S. service stamps.

A few copies of the Amateur Collector
'SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE'
arc still available from the Honorary
Secretary at 9/3d. + 8d. postage.
Many new features: 'T' overprints,
full listing of Railway Stamps, used
blocks of 4, etc. etc.
An invaluable aid to the formation
f a fine collection.

The season is not halfway
through and yet a fourpage price-inörease list .
has had to be introduced. Already on
my desk are notes for further price increases before the summer.
Those collectors who have
put their faith into Swiss stamps can
OPENING OF NEW PHILATELIC BUREAU,
be well pleased with their earlier purVisitors to Switzerland may be inter- chases and with the profit they are
ested to know that a new Philatelic Agency . showing. Material bought at today's
pricés is just as much a bargain com will be opened in BASLE - at Elisabethan- prices
pared to what the same thing will cost
anlage 7 on 28th May, 1962.
in a year or two.
It will deal exclusively with sales
Our advice is to purchase
over the counter of philatelic material,
i.e. stamps, first day covers, collection NOW and to go on purchasing Swiss
sheets etc., with the exception of service stamps to the limit. of one's purse.
stamps for the various International
YOUR WANTS LISTS OR APPROVAL REQUESTS
Organisations.
WILL RECEIVE MY CAREFUL ATTENTION
Postal requests, subscriptions etc.
P.T.S.
B.P.A.
should be sent to the Philatelic Agency
H. L. KATCHER
PTT, Bollwerk 8, Bern, as heretofore.
TOR LTD
THE AMATEURI+j
The new Agency will use the postmark
27, Tes. tbury Road, London, N.12.
'
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SSLES I654-52

by G. Kuisel
PART III
Continuing the methods of differentiation between issues:
4.

BY COLOUR

(a) Nomenclature: The most difficult problem of cataloguing is undoubtedly that
of colour names. The same colour is often given by different names. Mostly they
are more or less correct and have been commonly adopted by collectors. The new
catalogues employ some new names for the colours of the 'Strubel'. For example,
the 5e. stamp of the first Munich printing, called 'brown-red' in the old catalogues, is 'brown-orange' in the new. These names need not worry anyone, nor cause
confusion with the second printing, which colour does not differ from the first
except that it is a trifle deeper.
Prolonged discussions with members of the trade and with collectors has
proved by evidence that it is impossible to designate a colour by linking words,
such as yellow-blue, or blue-yellow etc. It must also be recognised that each
person perceives a colour in his own way.
These considerations induce us to adhere to the nomenclature so long in
use, if for no better reason than that we do not think it can be improved upon.
Each colour has been given a name that should not lend itself to confusion.
The
following table gives the numbers of the Zumstein Specialised Catalogue, 10th Ed. $
thecolursadingtoheclurabofthes mpublihednt'Joural
Philatelique Suisse' for March 1943, and the Zumstein Specialised Catalogue.
The
reference to the Ostwald Colour Atlas has been omitted since only numbers are given
and the work is not accessible to English readers.
(b) The fluorescence of Colours under the Quartz Lam . Under the Quartz lamp'
the Munich colours appear brighter, those of Berne paler.
Munich impression, 1st printing,:
5c. Bright claret
...
Munich impressions 2nd printing:

40 c. Clear bright yellow-green

5c. Bright claret to black
10c. Bright clear ultramarine to
ultramarine
15c. Bright bordeaux, clear to
dark
40c. Bright yellow-green
Berne impression 1854-1856:
Stamps
Threads
5c. various - terne brown
1 0 c.
- pale yellow brown
grey-brown
n
- milky blue to clear
10c.
milky-blue
rose
to
rose-lilac 3
15c.
- yellow
20c. green
- terne green
40c. brown
Berne impression from 1857 onwards:

Stamps
i
5c. various - brown, grey to darkl
- blue, milky to dark 1
"
10c.
- rose to carmine
15c.
"
- orange to dk.orange
20c. green
11green
to dark greenl
40c.
1
The table referred to above will be
given in the next instalment.
Threads

To be continued

•
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SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN
SPECIALISED
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LONDON GROUPS Hon.Secs Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex.
For the last meeting of the current
session the Chairman, Mr. E.C. Slate
gave a show of part of his collection of
SOLDIER STAMPS of the Second brld War.
Many items were also shovi'on cover,
bearing the military cancellations, some
also having ordinary postage stamps to
defray extra charges such as registration.
The stamps shorn covered such sections
as the Bakers, Air Force, Air Observers,
Anti-Aircraft, Pigeon Post etc.
The
high quality of the multicolour printing,
and the varied designs, many of them
extremely artistic and appropriate (particularly so is the crossed spanner and
bone to be found on a certain stamp of
the Medical Corps!) all combined to make
this a most interesting display.
Incidentally an apology is due to Mr.
Slate who was robbed of his glory in the
Competition honours list by an error of
initials. The first of the 'Highly
Commended' entries was, in fact, owned by
Mr. E.C. Slate and not Mr. D. Slate as
stated.
The programme for the new season,
commencing in October, is in preparation
and will be published shortly.
YORKS/LASSOS GROUPS Hon.Secs Mr. A. Gullis,
3, Bowood Road, Ell and, Yorks.
At the Annual Convention of the Yorks
Philatelic Association at Hull, the Group
organised a Study Circle which was attended by some 14 members of .'Helvetia' and a
The
fair number of interested visitors.
whole range of swiss Postal History
Philately was covered and it is hoped that
one or two new members will have been
gained.
The Group also held its own A.G.M. at
which the following Officers were elected
for the season 1962/3:
Mr. J.A. Eastwood
Chairman:
Mr. J.N. Highsted
Vice-Chairman:
Mr. A. Gullis
Hon. Secretary:
J.A. Eastwood
Mr.
Hon. Treasurers
U.
J. F. Gosling
Mr.
Hon. Translator:
Mr.
F. Myers
Hon.. Copyist:
Mr. L. Moore
Hon. Publicity Officer:
The new programme will be published
shortly, after confirmation of certain

dates.
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RECENT SLOGAN POSTMARKS
Mustermesse Basel - Basel 2 to 23.3.
- Basel 1 to 8.4
75 Jahre internationals Sprache Esperanto
-Olten 2, Winterthur 1, Aarau 1, Glarus
Bern, Kantonal Gesangfest 1962, Langenthal - Langenthal to 25.5.
Foire de la gastronomie Neuchatel Neuchâtel 2
Concerti di Locarno -Locarno 1, 15.IV 9. V
Intcrnat.Motocross Bremgarten (A.G.)
'^deltmeisteeschaft 500 cm. - Zurich 1
to 1.VI
Journ6e mondiale de la santé - Geneva 1
to 7.IV
F tes de Vevey, Vevey 1, 15.IV to 2.VI
Besucht die liechtensteinische Jubil,umsBriefmarken-Ausstellung Vaduz - to l0.VIII
100 Jahre Eidg.Musikverein - Bern 1 to
23.VI alternating with:
25 Jahre Tierpark Dghlhdlzi Bern- Bern l
and
Kinderdorf Pestalozzi Trogen.
50e anniversaire du scoutisme Vaudois Lausanne 2 to 25.V and from 26.V to
24.VI at Lausanne 1.
XII Eidg.Jodlerfest Luzern-Luzern 2 to
30.VI (f rot 1.V to 15.VI alternating
with
Satus-Fest Luzern - Luzern 2 to 15.VI
Internationale Juni-Festwochen Zurich Zurich 22 to 30.VI
Jeder Schweizer ans Eidg. Feldschiessen Zurich 1, Zurich 48 to 26.V.
Courses de chevaux Morges - Morges
Eidg. Feldschiessen/Tag der Schtitzen
Burgdorf 1, Thun 1 to 26.V
Fiesta dei Fiore -Locarno 1,10.V - l0.VI
AUTOMOBILE CANCELS
Basel Mustermesse 31. III-10. IV
Auto
Zurich, Sechsel ,uten 9-9,IV
Teufenthal (AG) Dorfwoche 27.V
1
Baden- 7 2 Schweiz. Philatelisten
2
Kongress 26/27.V
Bern - BEA-Ausstellung 3-13.V
3
Langenthal - Bernisches Kantonal
3
Gesangfest 19/20.V& 26/27.V
Slogan cancels for the last 3 will
alsobeusdinBaden,Brn&Langethal.

e
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UP - UP and UP go the values of
Swiss Stamps.
If there are vacant spaces in your
collection they should be filled
without delay.
EARLY .. MIDDLE .. MODERN ISSUES

PERSONAL: We are glad to report that two
of our members are recovering
from severe illnesses. Mr. P.W. Stratton
was able to meet some old friends at
'Stampex' and Mr. E.M. Hamilton writes
from Manchester that he is making good
progress.
Our best wishes to both.

Send your want lists for
immediate attention or apply for
approval selections. WRITE NOW to:

JS. ARM STRO\G

14 Low Lane Torrisholme MORECAMBE
Lancs.
-

PRESIDENT:

EDWARD H. SPIRO,
R.P.S. ,L.
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Hon. Treasurer: !
MR. A.J. HARDING,

31, Somerset Way, 1
Iver, Bucks.
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Hon. Secretary & Editor:l
{ MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,

32, Ethelbert Gardens, I
Ilford, Essex.
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Hon. Exchange Pkt. Supt
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
1
Caversham, Reading.
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16th YEAR

19 /' 'T
ISSUE
of
(Reprinted from the American Helvetia Society Bulletin)

By F.A. Lauper
The position of Switzerland during the last World War was not an enviable ono.
Surrounded on all sides by fighting nations, considerable difficulties were experienced in securing adequate supplies of various raw materials necessary to maintain
a healthy internal economy. When in 194:2 the Swiss Government's efforts to procure
a sufficient quantity of material to supply many industries became increasingly
difficult, the salvage and recovery of old metal, textiles, paper, oil, fat, rubber
etc. was organised to relieve the serious situation. As a large amount of such
rubbish and scrap material always accumulates in cellars, attics and yards of both
farm and city dwellers, the Government employed every available means of propaganda
to induce the population to produce all trash for collection and subsequent re—
utilisation.
With the publicity value of the postage stamp fully recognised, the Post 4ffioe
assisted this drive with the issue of a set of special stamps. Due to the unusual
character of this effort and the numerous applications of the reclaimed material,
no particular design or motif appeared to fit the occasion and enhance the propaganda appeal of these stamps. It was therefore, decided to use a slogan in three
official languages of the country reading (translated): "To pull through, reclaim
used material'.
The designer and engraver. Albert Yersin of Lutry, prepared several designs for
approval and acceptance by the Postal Authorities. The first proofs submitted had
the propaganda slogan in all three languages, one below the other, on the same stamp.
This arrangement did not give pleasant results, as the crowded appearance of the
stamp had a disturbing effect and lost much of the desired propaganda appeal. The
last proof also showed, on the right hand side of the stamp, a storage dam, collecting all the rivulets descending from the mountains in the background and making
their water available to the power plant in the foreground. While this picture
symbolised to some extent the publicised drive for old material, it added further
to the already over—crowded design of the stamp. This tendency to overload the
limited space of a postage stamp is frequently found im modern stamps. Such designs are interesting to scrutinise with a magnifying glass, but under the casual
glance they receive from the public, their propaganda value is diffused and loses
much of its intended effect.
The Swiss Postal Authorities, being fully aware of this detriment and in order
to enhance the desired advertising value, changed the stamp design to have only
one kind of text per stamp. Following the established custom of having each language group of the country represented in each national matters, three stamps were
finally made, each with the slogan text in one language only. The designer chose
a lettering style on these stamps which was derived from famous script artists of
the three linguistic cultures of the country: a beautiful Gothic script by Koch
was used for the German text and an elegant Latin type of Garamond for the
French inscription, a bold Bodoni script served for the stamps with the Italian
text.
Below the propaganda text each stamp shows a small discreet ornament relating
to its respective language zone. This takes the form of a small oak leaf for the
stamps with German text, of a vine leaf for those with a slogan in French, and a
laurel for the stamps inscribed in Italian.
Continued over
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THE RECLAIMED M TERIAL (S.A LVAG E) ISSUE OF 1942 (Continued)

The rich brown of the base colour and the absence of any framework gives these
stamps an unusual, although quite distinguished appearance. The key words 'Durchhaltent, 'Tenir' and 'Registere' are printed in boxes of grey-blue colour which
Makes them stand out very conspicuously. Together with the white of the other inscriptions and the vivid red of the coat-of-arms and denomination cipher, they produce a very attractive blending of colours.
The stamps were printed by Courvoisier S.A. of La Chaux-de-Fonds, in their wellknown photogravure process on white, unwatermarked, granite paper having red and
blue embedded silk threads. The surface of the paper is chalk covered to increase
the brilliancy of the colours. The stamps are of the usual commemorative size and
have a perforation of 11Z. They were printed in sheets of 25 stamps each, 5 wide
and 5 stamps high. Each sheet contained 12 stamps with the inscription in German,
8 stamps in French and 5 stamps in Italian. The distribution of the three stamps on
each sheet is such that nowhere on the sheet, either horizontally or vertically, are
any stamps with the same inscription next to each other. The sheet arrangement iss
G F G I G The size of the issue was 960,000 sheets of 25 stamps each. It was put
I G F G F in circulation on March 21st, 1942, and remained valid for postage until
G I G F G December 31st, 1942.
F G F G I While these stamps apparently received favourable acceptance by the Swiss
G
F I F G Bublic and satisfactorilyy fulfillod their propaganda mission, their
reception in the philatelic world was somewhat mixed. The peculiar text and absence of a definite design often created an unfavourable first impression. To the
dealers too, this issue presented quite a problem, as only 5 complete sets of singles were obtainable from each shoot, leaving 7 stamps of one type and 3 of another,
for which very little use could be found.
(To be concluded next month).
Articles for publication in our 'Helvetia News Letter' are urgently required;
also notes of new discoveries and any other items of interest. Sketches can be
made where necessary. Please send contributions to the Editor.
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/a DISCOUNT
SUMM - E R

ON MOST PRICES IN OUR 1962 CATALOGUE IF YOUR ORDER ACHES US
11TH
AUGUST
18TH &
BETWEEN
JUNE
Many collectors put their Albums away in the Summer - there are other
activities claiming attention. However, it is just then that the continued heavy volume of orders abates e little and we are able to offer this considerable incentive to the collector who remains faithful to his hobby.
The Discount does not apply to Classics prior to 1854, nor to a small number of
modern items, nevertheless, we estimate that 99% of material listed in our Catalogue
is eligible and with the large number of price increase due in the Autumn there is
a double advantage in purchasing now. For instance an item listed at £,1 (i.e.
available at 17/6d. during the Discount period) may well cost 30/- in September.
The wise collector is expanding his collection to the limit at current prices.
.
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SOME

•

OFFE RS

RAN DO M

(DEDUCT 122 % IF ORDERED DURING THE SUMMER DISCOUNT PERIOD)
•
Used
Mint
•
1870 Franco Stamp (for use of French internees during
£3/5/—
£55 •
Franco-Prussian War) Scarce brown-rose shade s
Se-tenant Pair Tell 15c. purple + Tell 10c. red,
horizontal (9 No.Z.1) DOUBLE PRINT of 15c. stamp.
ONLY PAIR KNOWN TO DATE!

••••

£50
k40

•

I..
11/6 :
1882 Numeral design on white wove paper (No.55) ..
o
.
€Iii
THE A.C.L. 'SWITZERLAND' CATALOGUES Only a quarter of the number printed are left
!ORDER THIS BEST EVER SFT,LING EDITION NOW '.;CHILE STOCKS LAST! A reprint cannot be
•••
guaranteed. (Also available from the Hon. Secretary, Helvetia P.S.) Price
9/3d. + 8d. postage.
PTS
H. L. KATCHER
BP A
THE AEATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27 Westbury Road, London, N.12,

it .
1
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THREAD ISS _S 1854 - 62
bys G. Kuisel
PART IV
The following table gives the colour-groupings of the various issues
Zumstoin Catalo ue
Colour Table
Group
Zumstein's , Col our
10th Ed. No. 22A
5c. brown-red, clear brown orange
1854
I Munich
rl
11
u
brown
brown-reddish
II
22A
,1
11
22B
brown
I Berne
brown-greyish
11
,1
brown
1855
I
brown-yellowish
22C
1
11
1856
22D
I
brown-yellow , dark brown
8th Ed.
1857 II
brown
broom-grey
47
n
brown
10th Ed.
II
brown, dark
22G
blue
10c. ultramarine
23A
1854 II Munich
blue
1855
I Berne
blue-greyish
23B
11
blue
blue, clear.
23C
blue-greenish
230a
blue, milky
blue-grey
8th Ed.
48
1857 II Berne
blue-grey
,r
blue
10th Ed.
blue, dark
"
23G
II
15c. carmine
rose
24A
1854 II Munich
,r
rose
I Berne
rose terne
24B
11
,1
rose
24C
I
rose-lilac
1,
8th Ed.
18 57 II
carmine
rose
49
If
rose
10th Ed.
rose, dark
24G
II
1,
1,
orange
20c. orange-yellow
25B
1854 I
orange-yellow
1857 II
orange
25G
n
;green-yellow, pale
40c. green-yellow
1854
I Munich
26Aa
clear, pale
,r
green-yellow, olear
green-yellow
26A
II
"
11
green
1855 II Berne
green terne
26C
n
green
26G
1857 II
green
n
11
grey-violet
1 855
1Fr. grey
I
27 C
,1
"
violet-grey
1856
grey, dark
I
27D
"
it
2c. grey-yellowish
210
1862 II
grey
"

"

„

To facilitate comparison of colours, the different values have been
grouped. Each value corresponds to
one of 3 groups in the catalogues.
The type-colour of each value is
that of the largest printing. The
silk threads are indicated under
the principal colour, but these
threads may be found in conjunction
with other colours of its group. An
exception to this is the 10c. Berne
impression on Munich paper. A third
colour is given with the shade 'milky
-blue' which exists only with red
silk thread.
The Munich colours form a ,very
limited group. The 2nd & 3rd groups
cannot always be definitely separated.
There are transitions between the dark
colours of the 3rd group, employed to
obtain a better impression on the hard
Zurich paper, and the clearer colours
of the second group.
The different values have been
grouped in a manner to permit easy
comparison between stamps of the same
colour. To be exact, comparisons with
the colour table should be made in
natural light.
The colour table is not serviceable
to determine the different impressions
(To be continued)
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NEW ISSUES

EUROPE
CATALOGUES
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN .
SPECIALISED
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT

ZYMSTEIN & CIE, Propr. Bertsch & CO.,
Po s tf e ch 1291
BERNE 2.
(Switzerland)
--00 0---
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It is now possible to give the programmes
October:
LONDON GROUPS Hon.Secg Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley,
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Gants Hill,
Ilford, Essex.
1962
Wed. 10th Oct. Recent Acquisitions & First
Day covers - All Members
" 14th Nov. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
" 12th Dec. Chairman's Evening
1963,
Wed. 9th Jan. Cross & Figure - Telegraph
Stamps and Postage dues All Members.
13th Feb. SWISS POSTAL HISTORY OF
15th-19th CENTURY Dr. K. Strauss
13th Mar. Film Show - to be arranged
by Mr. A.J. Harding
10th Apr. ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION
8th May Postmarks before 1900 All Members.
All meetings are at the Kingsway Hall,
Kingsway, london, W. C. 2. on the second Wednesday of the month from 6.30-8.30 p.m.

for the 1962/3 season commencing in
YORKS/LANCS GROUPS Hon.Seos A. Gullis,
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

6 - New Acquisitions - All Mems.
Chairman's Display
1 - Cross & Figure - Joint DisDiscussion leader: (play.
U.J.F. Gosling
3

—

1 963
Feb. 2 - Helvetia with sword and
'Brustbild' - Joint Study.
Mar. 2 - Annual Competition for the
Highsted' Cup
Apr. 6
Railway Stamps & Postmarks
H. W. Robertshaw and
J.N. Highsted
27 - Annual Convention of Yorks
Philatelic Association at
Harrogate - Study Circle.
May 4 - A.G.M. of Northern Group
June 11 - 15. PHILATELIC CONGRESS OF
GREAT BRITAIN at Scarborough
- Study Circle & Exhibition.
All meetings at residence of Mr. J.N.
Although meetings are suspended until the
Highsted, 4 Park View Road, Heaton,
autumn session, sports still come in of mem- Bradford, on Saturdays at 2.30 p.m.
bers' activities.
AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS:
First of all our congratulations go to Mr.
The following new ones are in use
D.B. HENLEY, of Worthing, who succeeded in
during
June:
winning the Butters Cup with a Swiss entry,
wresting it from Mr. L.E. Lister who, it may Auto 1 - Luzern, Satus-Verband.sfest
be remembered, won it last year. For Swiss
16/17.6.
entries to win the Cup two years in successn
2 - Beromdnster, Luz. Kantonalion, in open competition with entries of
Gesangfest 23/24.6.
other countries, we feel is indeed a triumph
I'
2 - Luzern, Eid.g. Jodlerfest
and we understand that Mr. Lister is already
30.6/1.7
preparing to regain the Cup next year. Since
3
Lausanne, Rassemblement
on this occasion, Mr. Lister was also giving
protestant romand 3.6
a display of this country, it could be re11
3
Bern, 8e Renoontre Intergarded as airuly Swiss evening.
nationale de standardisation
biologique 18-21.6.
Incidentally, as many of you will know, the
3
Zurich, Seenachtfest 1962
Philatelic Congress of Great Britain was hell
30.6
this month at Worthing and Helvetia members,±
who are also members of Worthing P.S., have
been doing valiant work in assisting in the 1
organisation of this big philatelic event.
00
Don't .forget your Swiss
Mr. E.F. Renton, one of our Scottish memstamps
altogether
while summer holibers, has also been beguiling the northern
activities
claim prior
days
and
other
climes with a Swiss display, and the Secattention.
retary showed representative selections at
Ilford, ranging from the pre-stamp era to
Those empty spaces may be
modern times.
harder to fill when autumn comes.
Why not have approval
NET TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
selections sent to you so that you can
The following attractive pictorial cancell make your choice wisely
...
.••
ations have been put into use:
All types of material availST. URSANNE - au bord du Daubs
able on request: Early, Middle and
HOCHDORF - im Luzerner St. Martin Seetal
Modern issues; Airmails, Pro Patria,
snit 962
Pro Juventute, Miniature sheets, etc.
- an der Chur-ArosaLANGWIES, 1400
Write NOW?
Bahn
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme
STECKBORN - Ferien am Untersee
MORECAMBE, Lancs.
TEUFENTHAL (Aargau).
"

-
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Our Contributor, L. MOORE

has K

BATZ

Hon.Exchange Pkt, Supt
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham, Read ing.

in the 3

ELRY /

Admiring the beautiful old 'Coin' set of the 1962 Pro Patria issue, it 000urred
to me that it might not be gene . ally known that Batzen, the coins represented on
the30c.and5 vlues(Uri & Nidwalden) were in common use throughout the
greater part of Switzerland unt 1 the latter half of the last century. I am no
Numismatist, but no collector o Swiss stamps can afford to be without knowlede of
the mo?ietary tangle which exist d right up to the unification of currency in 1852.
At the time of the introdu tion of the first stamps Canton Geneva was linked
to the French Franc, although t e copper coins differed, being of values of 1, 4,
10 and 25 centimes. In Zurich the main monetary unit was the Florin of 40 SchillInge, 1 Schilling being 4 :Rappe
worth about 5i Geneva centimes.
The Basle Franc
was a quarter of the ' ecu neuf' (new Crown), but a notice in the 'Basler Intelligentz Blatt', announcing the is sue of the first stamp, the 2 -2 Happen 'Basle Dove'
now be sentprepaid, so that the recipient will
of 1845 reads:' .... letters, c
provided that one of the new little tickets
pay no charge for their deliver
These little tickets are obtain(Frankzettelchen) is affixed to each letter
The Basle Batz was,
able at the Post Office at the rice of 5 Batzen for 2.0".
therefore, the equivalent of 10 Happen, or 14.3 centimes in Geneva money. The Swiss
Franc, of 10 Batzen or 100 Rapp en was used in Cantons Aargau, Bern, Fribourg, SoloChurn, Vaud and Valais, in addi tion to the oentral Cantons, and was equal to 1.43
Geneva Francs.
The commonest coin being he Batz, wprth about one Denny, people were accustomedto using it as the unit exp essing small values, and this custom lingered, to my
The o ly postal use of the coinage I have found, apar . Pom
knowledge, up to 1868.
the Basle 'Dove' notice, is on 'Nachnahme' (C.O. D.) instructional marks. These are
usually in manuscript, althoug I have one piece of 1851, bearing a 'Poste Locale'
together with a 'Rayon I' on w ite, which is a printed reminder for the subscriptai
to the 'Bernerzeitung' In t o upper right corner is the printed inscription
In other
"Nachnahme Batzen " with he figures '2 .4' inserted in manuscript.
Very often these
words, 231 Batzen, or 2 Francs 35 centimes, to be collected.
'Nachnahme' markings state the actual postal rate and I have one case where this
It is a piece bearing one 10 Happen
confirms the authenticity of a bisect.
'Strubel' along with a half of a 10 Rp, and marked 'Nachnahme 15 btz (Batzen), Porto
It will be noted that the coil15 rip.' thus confirming the po tage rate of 15 Rp.
ectable amount is in Batzen, G though the postage rate is quoted in Happen. - and
this in 1856.
Another interesting use o the now obsolete currency is on'a fiscal stamp of
Canton Vaud: a single circle bout the diameter of a penny, with the Cantonal Arms
in the centre, and the wording 'Tinbre Ordinaire and motto ('Liberte et Patrie
1 Batz' around it.
So look around for mantic of Batz, Batzen or even 'btz' on 'Nachnahme' or
It adds just a little more interest to collecting.
other covers.
(Editor's Note: We should be i...terested to receive any information from members
of any further cases of postal mention of this coinage, especially outside
the nerod 'covered by Mr. doore's article.)
.
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RECLAI VED MATERIAL
(SALVAGE) ISSUE OF 19zI-2

JULY 1962.

APPOINTME\T OF
NEW SWISS EX -J E RT

By F.A. Lauper

(Conclusion)
Although these stamps were no very
favourably received by the philatelic world
in general, in Switzerland they Were agerly
collected. Due to the three languag
v ariations and their odd distribution on the
sheet, they lend themselves very nice y to a
specialised collection of various corn • inations of horizontal and vertical pairs strips
and-blocks. Certain such pieces occ r sevoral times on each sheet, while other combinations are not so abundant. All pairs,.
strips and blocks comprising the stag p with
the Italian text and situated in the middle
of the bottom row of the sheet are p rticulaxly scarce. In fact, each such ty e requires its own sheet and. to obtain a 1 25
possible combinations of pairs and . s rips of
3 it is necessary to break up 6 sh o e s. If
all 9 blocks of 4 variet es are also
i desired
2 additional sheets need breaking up
The
i
inc -itable result is that some of th se se7tenant combinations of pairs and str ps and.
two of the blocks are rather difficu t to
secure and are worth many times the ralue of 1
their individual stamps. These pal. s,
strips and blocks are, therefore, we l worth
looking for, as their value is not usually
recognised by the average dealer an. general
collector.
The stamps of this issue s ow, like
all photogravure stamps, various sm 11
coloured or colourless dots and lines which
The
do not seem worth while to collect.
two following varieties, however, a e distinctive enough to warrant attentio
(a) Sun-like spot with hole between 4th
and 9th stamps of some sheets.
CO 'Lurch halten' underlined in wh" to
on 9th stamp of somo' sheets.
In addition those stamps .re found
in different colour shades, varyini from
quite light brown. to a rather dark chocolate colour.

Hearty congratulations to our, Member
Herr .An.dr'e Nussbaum of Basle, on
'his appointment as an 'Expert' by
V.S.P.V. - Verband Schweizer Philatelisten Vereine - the Federation of
Swiss Philatelic Societies, which is
an organisation similar to the B.P.S.
except that instead of an Expert
Committee of several members, individuals are appointed to be authorised
to receive and examine- stanps, and to
issue certificates of genuineness.
With true Swiss caution and
thoroughness, candidates are subjected to a gruelling examination from
which Herr Nussbaum emerged with flying colours in November of last year.
The appointment, however, is only
ratified at the Annual Convention of
the Verband, and we have just received
news that Herr Nussbaum's name was
added to the list of official experts-at the recent gathering in Baden
(Aargau).
Previous official experts have
included such eminent philatelists as
Dr. George Fulpius, and we are indeed
proud to have a member in such a
distinguished company
L.M•
It was only accidentally that your
reporter discovered that the very
first certificate issued by Herr
Nussbaum was on behalf of a member of
our Helvetia Society.

1/A\ L.-_fJ

The 'YORKSHIRE POST' commente recent- '1!
ly on the hobbies of our member, M . U.J.F. {
Gosling, who in addition to stamps also !i
TO CLAIM YOUR
collects butterflies, moths and in clots,
iio
particularly beetles, from all eve the
ii
world. The report goes on "This week
li
(June 9th), an exhibition of Swiss butter- t
flies, moths and stamps opened at the Cart- Ii
Wright Memorial Hall Museum. Incl dod are ii
ON SWISS STAMPS
.
two specimens of the Swallowtail utterf ly, 1`
one of which Mx. Gosling obtained in
! Ask for Approvals or send your Wants
Switzlerland, and the, other in Per o in
Prices are rising
lists N 0 W 1
Corsica, in 1927".
•
i
ling
Knowing how much time Mr. Go •.l
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
devotes to his stamp's, we wonder iow manages,
(H. Le Katcher)
PTS
EPA
him
on
to fit it all in, and congratulat
27,
Westbury
Road,
his energy.
London, N.12.
Ed.
1.i
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THE SILK 11-1RE/--\D
1SS,
By G. KUISEL
5.

1654 -62

PART V.

Continuing the methods of differentiation we come to
COMPARISON OF SPACING

According to the Federal records, the Mint brought into use, towards the end
of 1856, new presses which enabled them to print in sheets of 50 and not 25, as •
hitherto. At the same time the composition of the forme was adjusted accordingly
and the first deliveries of paper supplied by the Sihl paper works were brought
into use.
While the stamps of Munich, and the first printings of those of Berne, have
a •space of 2 mm. between the cliches, those printed from 1857 onwards have practically no space between.
The separation of the stamps having probably caused
some inconvenience, the space was then increased to 1 mm. The real reason for the
change is unknown. The Federal records are silent on the subject and the Sihl
paper works can give no information.
Numerous comparisons have established with certainty that the narrow spaced •
arrangements exists only on the Zurich paper. On the other hand, both arrangements
are found on the Munich paper. It follows, therefore, that when the change took
place there was still some Munich paper in stock, which naturally, was used up.
CONCLUSIONS
1. A new study of. the Federal records has cleared up many points, overlooked until
now, in the genesis of the Silk Thread issues.
2. With the help of modern accessories, the origin and character of the paper has
been determined. The difference between the threads has been established by
means of the Quartz lamp.
3. The different impressions are recognisable with the aid of a microscope or a
strong magnifying glass.
4. The colour differences can be determined unquestionably. by means of the Quartz
lamp.
5. The differences of spacing have been determined.
6. The factors enumerated, Nos. 1 - 5
above, give us the following
classifications
W H Y
let GROUP - MUNICH TITRES S TaLlati
Papers Very thin (pelure), thin or
medium
Quartz
Lamps
Fluorescence
yellowishice
e-e
white
2:21E11;) 25 - 45 mg.
Silk Threads Green
Ingressions Thickly inked; vignette
blurred: lozenges scarcely
visible. Thinly inked;
sharp vignette
2 mm.
First Printina;
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CATLOGUESs

No.l. 5 c, clear red-brown, thin paper
Varieties: (a) red-brown
(b) peiure paper
ii
(0) medium paper

EUROPE
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
SPECIALISED

It

No.2. 40 c. pale clear yellow-green
pelure paper
Varieties; (a) Clear yellow-green
(b) thin paper
,
(c) medium paper
Second Printing,
1
No.3. 5 c. reddish-brown, thin parer
Varieties: (a) Sienna brown (trans
ition colour between Nos. 1 & 3.)
(b) pelure paper
)
(To be
(c) medium paper

BERNER BRIEFMARKMT-ZEITUNG
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT
----e0o---ZUMSTEIN & CIE, PROPR. Hertsch & CO.,

Postfach 1291
BERNE 2.
(Switzerland)
.•-••=1.=
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RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS

The PHILATELIC CONGRESS OF GREAT
BRITAIN `;';SAS DULY held at Worthing and
Arbeit im Spital ist Dienst am NL,chstena number of Helvetia members were to be
Weinfeldon, Arbon
found
enjoying the Sussex sunshine.
Travailler a l'hopital - c'est servir son
Thanks to inside influence in the :dorpro chain - Sierre
thing P.S., who were this year's hosts
250e Anniversaire J.J. Rousseau - Geneva 1
there
was an invited exhibit from the
Tell - Freilichtspiele - Interlaken to
Helvetia
P.S. and Messrs. D.B.Henley
31. VII
and
L.E.
Lister also had sheets of
Operetten Freilichtspiele St. Jakob an
Swiss
stamps
on show in the exhibition
dor Birs, Vogelhdndler, Basel,
in
the
museum
16-30.VI,62 - Basel 1
M.nsterspiele Bern "Der Berner Totentanz"
The Secretary has just returned
30.VI - 15.VII.1962 - Berne 1,
from a holiday in Switzerland (with
temperatures ranging from the mid-70's
24.VI-14.VII (on alternate days)
down to 47°F!) and managed to include
Seenachtfest Zurich, 30. Juni 1962.. w
a brief visit to the Post Museum in
ZuriCh 1.
Son et Lumiere, Sion 1 to 31 Aug.
Bern, with a personally conducted tour
Internationale Musikfestwochen Luzern of the exhibits by Herr Wyss, the
Luzern 2 B.V. to l0.IX (in daily
Curator.
rotation with
The latest issue of the Amateur
Ruderweltmeisterschaft Luzern - Rotsee Collector's 'SWISS PHILATELIST' is to
Luzern 2 B.V. to 8.IX
hand. Among the interesting contents
Fetes de Geneve - Geneva 1 - 23.VII is the conclusion of the study of the
1.1.VIII
'Postage Due Stamps of 1878-1909' by
AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS
John M. Schumacher, which will be. of
great value to those who dare tackle
Auto. 1 Bern, 41 Kantonalturnfest 6-8.VII
this difficult subject. Also an in1 Bern, 14 Eidg. Kleinkaliberformative article on the 'Helvetia
sohftzenfest, 13.23.VII
Bust Issues of 1907-14 & the Tell Bust
2 Aigle, Fete cantonale de
Issues of 1914-31' by George W. Caldgymnastique, 7-8.VII
well.
3 Geneve, Congres europeen des
The July issue of the 'Schweizer
chiropraticiens, 7-13 VII
Briefmarken
Zeitung', celebrating its
3 Lausanne, Cinquantenaire du Comite
olympique suisse, 14-15.VII 75th year of publication, appears in a
newly designed cover and is devoted
chiefly to articles on the stamps of
PICTORIAL TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
Liechtenstein, which this year celeDIEPOLDSAU -- Die schJne Rheininsel
brates its stamp Golden Jubilee. InNINWIL - am Bachtel
cluded are such subjects as pre-philIM1WNSEE - am sohonen Zugersee
atelic covers,mixed frankings, commemSANTA MARIA im Munstertal
idealer
orative stamps, the Vaduz Post Museum
Ferienort
and one - in English - by Mr. Jack
Baker' of Liechtenstein Railway CanceI4.
The above are circular; an oblong
ations.
pictorial cancel is also in use fors
Kai. SSNACHT - am Zi.richsee
-

SWZELAND

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
1. To mark the J.J. Rousseau commemoration
q special cancel was used on June 2nd in
Twann and on the island of St. Peter
consisting of a circular pictorial
cancel with 'TWANN' at the top, the date
2.6.1962, and 'ROUSSEAU-TAG' at the
bottom.
2. To mark the 1st year of the electric
TEE-trains, a special cancellation was
used on 1st July, showing the train, with
the dates 1,VII.1962 beneath; 'ZURICH' at
the top, and 'SCH EIZERISCHE ELEKTRISCHE
TEE- ZdGE' round the circle.
3. The 35th 'International conference on
public instruction' was held in the
Palais Wilson in Geneva from 2-13th July.
A special cancellation readings 'Geneve Conference internationals de 1'instruction publique' was used. As B.I.L. stamps
are valid only on official correspondence
such stamps could only be cancelled loose
or on collectors' sheets.

Approval selections are available - mint, used or on cover - as
follows.
Pro Juventute, Pro Patria, modern
issues, varieties, air stamps miniature
sheets, postage dues, tete-beche, setenant, Soldier stamps, first day covers, flight covers, pre stamp covers,
proofs, modern postmarks, etc. etc.
•

• •

Wants lists welcome for any
Swiss items from pre-stamp covers to
the latest issues.

•
.

,
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14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, LANCS.

Edward H. SPIRO
R .P.S.,L.

Lt:TT
! Hon., Treasurers
A.J. HARDING,
AMR.
31, Somerset W
Iver, Bucks.

Hon. Secretary & Editor:
MRS. E.J. RAVINSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants Hill y Ilford, Essex.
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1962

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Supt:
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham y Reading.
16TH YEAR

ROUTE VAR/KS
OFS WITZERLAND
by; R. L. Christian
Students of Swiss postal history may have come across 19th century covers bearing route marks and may have wondered what they represent. The subject is an
obscure one and although such covers are not particularly rare, little is known
about them. Both Emmenegger and Henrioud-Winkler illustrate many examples, but
Henrioud himself has stated that even a search of the official archives has fled
to provide a great deal of information on their origin and use.
Recently members of the Societe Marcophile Suisse
have done some considerable research work on the sub- /^}fi
^/Z
ject, based on a study'of actual covers, and the re sults have been recorded by M. Louis Nagel in his
657
treatise on .'LES MARQUES POSTALES DES ROUTES ET DES
MESSAGERS', published in the 'Schweizer Briefmarken
Zeitung' in 1955. It is believed that still more
information and examples exist and M. Nagel would
856
welcome further co-operation.
Fig. 1.
This would seem to be an opportunity for members
of the 'Helvetia Philatelic Society' to help in a worthwhile task by listing any additional examples which they may have in their possession, or by adding any further information, and the following summary of the results
so fax achieved may possibly be the means of bringing to light some further items.

a y7nkezchn

It is believed that these route markings may represent cachets of departure, not
linked to one single locality. They are not post office cancellations and in the
majority of cases differ totally from the postal marks of localities in use at the
same period. A great many have been seen and recorded, but there appears to be no
way of ascertaining the total number used. They are peculiar to Switzerland, and
no other country, so far as is known, has used any similar markings. One question
not. yet fully answered, is the object of their use?
One reason may well have been
the complete lack of centralization in the postal service beRoute tie ilevtey
tween the years 1800 and 1850
(except under the Helvetic Re859
public). In most of the neighbouring countries the postal
service was, from a comparative17
early date, more or less cèntral
e
-ised. In Switzerland, on the
other hand,.a considerable num7
Fig. 2.
ber of different administrations
or departments - something like 24 - were concerned with the postal functions
Cantonal administration, administration by another Canton or by two Cantons, large
or small private undertakings - such as the Fischer service; administration by a
foreign postal service, such as Thurn & Taxis, or by French Departments etc. In
each Canton the conditions were modified to a greater or lesser degree over the
course of the years; considerable freedom existed in the organisation of postal
services for letters between villages and localities not served by post offices
and thus deprived of postal markings.
(Continued overleaf).

VI/8m
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ROUTE MARKS OF SWITZERLAND (Continued)
The route marks are distributed very unequally over Swiss Territory; they are
abundant on the Swiss plateau and particularly so in the Cantons of Fribourg,
Aargau, Berne and Neuchatel, which account for 80% of the examples seen ' while
they were also freely used in the Cantons of Vaud, St. Gallen, Solothurn, Lucerne
and Thurgau. They do not appear to have been used at all in the Cantons of Tessin,,
Valais, Geneva, Basel-Stadt, Schaffhausen, Unterwalden and probably Zug and Appenzell (although the latter would have been served by St. Gallen).
What has not yet been clearly established is the precise purpose of the marks
-.by whom and at what point they were applied. Emmenegger lists them as 'Bewegliche Postamter' - mobile post-offices. Were these marks, in fact, the forerunners of the travelling post offices? Did they emanate from the days of the
foot messengers (Boten) and later extended to the post riders and early diligences?
Were the marks applied at fixed control offices, say the relay points of the diligences? The answers to
these and other questions
might throw light on yet
POSTWAGRN -E 1NWURF
another interesting chapYBERG-ElNSIEDELN
ter of Swiss postal
history.
840
As will be seen from
the accompanying illustrations, many different
841
842
types exist. At first a
oertain number were in
R" PAYER N E L1 ROMONT RTTAVEL
manuscript, but were
progressively replaced by
843
1344
545
handstamps. A few, however, chiefly among the
RWIL; ROUTE
earliest, are found only
in manuscripts ROUTE DE
Ba b
847
8413
BEK, ROUTE d' YVONAN D,
CHURER BOT, and possibly
BRITTNAU
^
others.
U:ROUTE
94.7
The earliest knob oxample is the mark of
' SUMISW.ALD' (Qt. Bern)
dated
4th September 1802,
idikhey cired aerrm91
during the period of the
852
859
Helvetic Republ.i.o, while
the latest date so far
R11
gzeff,c",e` Av•
is 17th October 1880 14 adevey
ROUTE DE THOUNE. They
a Sts
were particularly abun.danti between - 18.20 & 1840,
Fig, 3.
then less grequen.t= from
about 1850 and disappeared altogether around 1880. In 1865, for example, the
following were withdrawn from use in the district of Fribourg alone: Routes de
Berne, Charney, Morat, Payerne, Planfayon, Romont, Bull() and Fribourg.
(Po be continued)

R'!d'AARWANGEN RTEDE BERN E

GLARUS ROUTE BI

ROUTE BELP

K

ÄOU FE) tI.

Ned

C 0 R N E Rs The following is from a letter received.
PUZZLE
"Re the S.C. article on 'Swiss Postal Agencies' I have am unusual pieco which
may be of, interest. This is torn from the top of an envelope and bears 5 x 5c.
Swiss stamps (S. G. type 9, Z.82). Each is postmarked with a circular handstamp
1BONABERI KAMEIUN 12/11/09'. How these came to be used in the Cameroons I cannot
imagine. Robson Lowe has made a tentative valuation of £4 but can offer no explanation of its use. I wonder if members of the Helvetia P.S. have any information? As I collect only postwar Swiss the piece is for disposal and can ae sent,
if desired, for inspection".
Can anyone supply the answer, or would like to make a reasonable offer? I! o
please contact the Hon. Secretary.,,
On 1st September, 1962 the small ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENST
1963 will be published. Postage stamps are proving more stable than many shares
and collectors may look forward with confidence to the publication of their standard guide and book of reference.
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ISS,ES-- 185 -62
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Part VI.

Ti-iE S I K

Continuing the final classification
1st GROUP - MUNICH TivIPRESSION 1854
No. 4.

.

(a) pelure paper

Second Printing
(b) medium paper

15 c. Canine, thin paper
a) red-carmine
( b) brilliant carmine

Varieties
No. 6.

.

10 c. Ultramarine, thin paper

Varieties:
No. 5.

•

(c) pelure paper
(d) medium paper

40 c.

Yellow-green, pelure paper
Varieties:
(b) medium paper
(a) thin paper
Comment on
Although no precise explanation can be given,
the clear shades of Nos. 4 & 5 cannot be assigned to the 1st printing.
2nd GROUP - BERNE IMPRESSION ON MUNICH PAPER, 1854-182

Papers
Very thin (pelure), thin or medium
Quartz lamps Fluorescence yellowish white
Spacin;: 2 mm.
Weight: 25 - 45 milligrams
Silk Threads: of different colours
Impression: If heavily inked, relief accentuated (shadows around Helvetia).
Thinly inked, clear impression (without shadows).
No. 7.
1884 5 o. Greyish-brown, green silk thread, thin paper
Varieties:
(a) yellowish-brown (c) medium paper
) deep yellow-brown (d) pelure paper
No. 8.
1855 5 o. Yellowish-brown, yellow silk thread, medium paper
Varieties:
(a) deep yellow-brown (b) thin paper
No. 9.
1856 5 c. Grey-brown, black silk thread, thin paper
(c) pelure paper
(a deep yellow-brown
Varieties:
(b medium paper
1855 10 c. Greyish-blue, green
No.10.
silk thread, thin paper
Varieties; (a blue
(b clear blue
c medium paper
(d) pelure paper
1855 10 c. Clear blue, clear red
No.11.
silk thread, thin paper
Varieties:
a) greenish-blue
b) milky blue
WANT LISTS
RARITIES ...
c) without spacingNEW ISSUES
exists only in colour (b)
(d) thin paper
(e) medium paper
EUROPE
CATALOGUES:
1855 15 c. Dull rose green silk
No.12
SWITZERLAND /LIECHTENSTEIN
thread, thin paper
SPECIALISED
Varieties: (a) lilac-rose
BERNER BRIEFKARKEN-ZEITUNG
medium paper
pelure paper
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT
No.13. 1855 15 c. Lilac-rose, green
silk thread, thin paper
----000--Varieties: (a) medium paper
ZUMSTEIN & CIE, Propr. Hertsch & Co.,
(b) pelure paper
Postfach 1291 9
1854 20 c. Orange-yellow, green
No.14.
BERN
2.
silk thread, medium paper
(Switzerland)
Varieties: (a orange
(b thin paper
- -000--(c) pelure paper
(d no spacing
(To be concluded)

(b

,
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.

The following items were issued in
Augusts
1. 'EUROPA' 1962 - single stamp - 50 Rp.
dark-grey & red orange
Designs
Clasped hands and 'EUROPA'
Designer: Martin Fromelt, Schaan
Printers
Courvoisier S.A. (roto-helio)

AUGUST 1962.

BEWARE

FAKES !!
Through Herr A. Nussbaum of Basle
we learn that fakes of the 'NABA' and
1940 National Fete miniature sheets
are appearing on the market. These
have been made by using cut-outs from
the souvenir book published in 1945 by

theSwisPTocmerathSwis
stamp
centenary.
Sizes
35.9 x 25.7 mm. (32.9 x 22.7 mm)
Cleverly thinned to approximately
Papers
White with brown & green threads
the
original
paper thickness, the tNABA'
No.of Sheets4 (Nos.l-4),20 stamps each
sheet was first perforated - care being
2. AJ TI MALARIA CAMPAIGN - single stamp taken to provide proper centering- and
the fakes inserted and regummed. No used
50 Rp. dark grey-green
Designs OMS emblem and mosquito
copies have turned up so far, but would
Designers
Louis ages,
ger, Mauren
-be purchasers of these highly desirEngravers
able items would do well to exercise
Karl Bickel Jr, +Valenstadtberg
Printers:
particular care.
PTT Stamp Printing dorks,Bern
Sized
29 x 24 mm. (26 x 21 mm.)
MEMBER'S
Papers
White, without threads
AWARDS
No.of sheets: 4 (Nos.l-4), 20 stamps each
Someyuhat belatedly we should like to
3. JUBILEE MINIATURE SHEET - to mark 50
offer congratulations to Mr.J.Pascoe
Taylor of Vancouver, B.C., who was
Years of Liechtenstein stamps 1912 1926 & Philatelic Exhibition at Vaduz,
awarded First Prize & Gold Medal for a
Swiss exhibit at the N.F.S.C. Stamp
4 - 12 August.
Portrait of three Rulers:
Exhibition at New Westminster,. B.C.,
Design:
reen)
and the Grand Award & plaque of the
Prince Johann II (g re Y-g
Royal City Stamp Club for Airmail and
Prince Franz I(rose-carmine
First
Flight Covers.
Prince Franz Josef II (greyIt
is good to know that Swiss
blue)
philately
is coming so well to the fore
& commemorative wordin .
in
Canada.
5, 10 & 25 Rp. (40 Rp.) - to be
Valu es :
sold at Fr.3.SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
Prof. Josef Seger, Vienna
Designer:
1. To mark the Golden Jubilee of the
Sheet sizes l33 x 118 mm.
JUNGFRAUJOCH RAILWAY, a special
Stamp size: 35.9 x 25.7 mm. (32.9 x 22.7)
cancellation
was put into use on 1st
Courvoisier S.A. - printed in
Printers:
August.
It
shows
the mountain peaks
strips of 3 blocks numbered 1-3i
with
'JUNGFRAUJOCH'
at top, date in
i
but sold only individually.
:centre
and
'3454 m.' at foot
White with brown & green thread
Paper:
2. To inaugurate the new Swiss Rowing
The two special stamps were put on sale
Centre at Luzern-Rotsee, the follow
on 2nd August, and the miniature sheet on
-ing special cancel was used on 25th
4th August. The latter was available dur- Aug. 'LUZERN-ROTSEE - EReFFNUNG DES
ing the Exhibition at the mobile P.O.,
SCHWEIZER. RUDERSPORT ZENTRUMS - 25.
otherwise at Vaduz post office.
VIII.62' and pair of oars.
For the opening of the ChampionA special jubilee cancellation was in
ship
Races on 6th Sept. the inscription
use from 2-12 August readings '1912-1962 will
read
tER3FFNUNG DER L. RUDER
50 JAHRE LIECHTENSTEINISCHE BRIEFMARKEN
WELTMEISTERSCHAFT
- 6. Sept. 62',
VADUZ JUB. AUSSTELLUNG 4-12.VIII.62'.
In addition during the period of the
exhibition the mobile P.O. used a special
slogan cancel in the form of a magnifying
glass, the 'lens' containing the inscriptSwiss stamps are a
ion '1912-1962 - 7. Liechtensteinische
sound investment
Briefmarken-Ausstellung 4-12 August'.
Approval
The following slogan cancels have also
selections sent
been put into use
on request to
Helvetia members
Sonne/Erholung - FERZEN IN VADUZ
Zum Wintersport nach LIECHTENSTEIN
Want Lists dealt with promptly
NUMBERS ISSUED - PPRO JUVENTUTE STAMPS 1961 EARLY .. MIDDLE .. MODERN ISSUES
The following figures are released:
Covers - Miniature Sheets etc.
12,797,2 66
5 + 5 c.
Write now to:
10,129,530
10 + 10 c.
7,284,127
20 + 10 c.
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
2,4269495
30 + 10 c.
MORECAMBE, LAN CS.
2,661,320
50 + 10 c.
-

^

^
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...

...

...

...
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Edward H. SPIRO
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Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING,
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SEPTEMBER

RESUMPTION OF GROUP
MEETINGS

1962

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Supt:
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
ing.Cavershm,Rd

16TH YR.

EPOPA-CEPT 1962

At the suggestion of CEPT (Conference
europeenne des administrations des postes
et des telecommunications) two special
stamps, designed to promote the idea of cooperation in the field of posts and telecommunications were issued on 17th September. The design - which depicts a young
tree with 19 leaves, symbol of the co-operation existing between the PTT administrations united in CEPT - is that selected and
recommended by the postal commission of
CEPT at a meeting held in Bonn, Germany, in
March of this year.
Details are as follows:
Values:
300. - Yell-brown, brown, yellow
500.
- bluish-green, brown
Saturday, 6th October NEW ACQUISITIONS AND PROBLEMS
Designers From a design by the Luxembourg
All Members
artist Lex Weyer, adapted for
the Swiss stamp by Max Frei,' La
Meeting Pla ce: 4, Park View Road,
Chaux-de-Fonds.
Heaton, Bradford, at 2.30 p.m.
Printers: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
Stamp :`size :36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm.)
,-, LONDON GROUP:
Wednesday, 10th October
White postage stamp paper,
Paper :'
RECENT ACc^UI SITIONS & FIRST DAY
Tightly coated with red and blue
All Members
COVERS
fibres.
Meeting Place: Kingsway Hall, Kingsway No. of sheets per form cylinder: 4 sheets
Kingsway, London, W. C. 2, from
of 25 stamps (A - D)
8.30 p.m.
6.30 p.m.
The stamps will be valid for prepayment
Copies of the London programme are
of inland and foreign mail from 17th Septbeing distributed to all Members in
ember until further notice.
and around London with this issue of
A special date-stamp was used for first
the 'Helvetia News Letter'.
day mail showing a 19 leaved tree between
the letters CE-PT, with 'Bern' at top and
'Ausgabetag 17.IX.1962' round the edge.
Owing to lack of space Part II of
the 'Route Postmarks of Switzerland'
A special souvenir cover was also issued
has been held over until next month.
carrying a vignette of the tree, similar
to the cancellation.
Coming shortly: A final summing
up on the Postmarks of Lake Maggiore.
EXHIBITION AWARDS It is with pleasure that
The Provisional issues.
we note further successes
by
The
Amateur
Collector
Ltd. in the
The Swiss Merchant Fleet and its
Literature
sections
of
World
philatelic
postal cancellations.
exhibitions, with awards of a Bronze-silver
plaque at PRAGA 1962 and a Literature Dip•
•
• •
• •
loma
(Silver) at ARGENTINE 1962. Well done!
•
Our Autumn Season opens in October.
After the summer break to allow for
holidays and other summer activities,
both the London and Northern Groups
will be shortly resuming their monthly?
meetings.
We look forward to seeing all the
'Regulars', those whom we have not seen
often of late, and extend a hearty
welcome to new members to come along
and meet their collectors and take an
active part in the Society's affairs.
Opening dates are as follows:
YORKS LANCS GROUP:
-
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LIECHTENSTEI N
JUBILEE EXHIBITION

Mr. Jack Beken, who has just returned from Vaduz, has sent us the
following reports
"The Exhibition was opened on
Saturday, 14th August, by the Crown
Prince, Hans—Adam von Liechtenstein, acting on behalf of his
Father, Prince Franz Josef II. He
was accompanied by his Mother,
Princess Gina and her daughter,
Princess Nora.
"The event *as a tremendous success with 622 frames (of 18 sheets
each) as against 276 frames at the
1956 Exhibition. Naturally, the
pride of place went to exhibits of
Liechtenstein stamps (totalling 54)
but there were also excellent contributions from other countries,
e.g. Switzerland (21), Austria (9),
Germany (16), Thematics (21), Junior Section (34) and Literature(16)
as well as official entries from
the PTT Bern, PTT Austria, Harrison
& Sons, Courvoisier S.A. and the
Liechtenstein Postal Museum.
The
quality of all exhibits was outstanding and 5 gold medals were
awarded to:
Win. Scheller (for his Bavarian
Maurice Rubeli (Swiss)
Robert Frei (Leichtenstein)
Werner Reinhart (Leichtenstein )
Ernst Engist (Swiss & L'stein)
As a member of the Exhibition
Committee, Mr. Beken's entry was
'hors Concours' but he has neverthe—less been awarded a Diploma
of Honour and a Prize of Honour.

SEPTEMBER 162

PUZZLE

CORJIER
(a) SWISS STAMPS USED IN CANIEROONS (Aug.issue)
Mr. U.J.F.Gosling (Bradford) has sent in the
following informations "Die Baseler Missions—
-►gesellschaft had 9 Mission Stations in the
Cameroons; Bethel, Bonaberi, Mangamba, Njasoso, Bombe, Buea, Victoria, Lobethal and Edea,
so all these places could have used Swiss
;stamps. The Cameroons were members of the
jUPU, so it would be in order to use 25 cts.
on an envelope of 10 ots. on reply paid cards,'
This item is still available, if anyone is
interested in adding such a unique piece to
their collection. Any reasonable offer will
be considered by the owner who is prepared to
accept stamps (of any country) in exchange,
provided a basis for negotiation can be agreed
upon. Contact the Secretary in first place.
(b)MR. GOSLING, in connection with his ref
search on postmarks, seeks information on
the following examples, which appear to be of
}unusual design. Can anyone offer suggestions
as to their use or have any similar examples
been seen;

1962
SWITZERLAND
C ATALOGUE 9/3d. +

8d. Postage
(Also available from the Helvetia Society)

In addition the Liechtenstein
Government have conferred on him the
Liechtenstein Order of Merit for ser
—vices to Liechtenstein Philately.
The official citation and presentation of the Bronze Medal (featuring
an old—type diligence) took place at
Government House, Vaduz, on 9th Aug.
On behalf of the Helvetia P.S. we
should like to extend to Mr. Beken
our very sincere congratulations on
this well—deserved award, a crowning
achievement in his philatelic career.

Because of surging prices and smaller stocks'
(in spite of a recent Buying Trip) our 1963 s
Catalogue Supplement has already gone to press.'
hope to despatch it first week in October.
For the first time, therefore, we are unable
to let clients benefit from an extended sellting period into the Autumn at last Season's
q prices. We hope you are among those who took
;;our advice and purchased during the Summer.
APART FROM STRAIGHTFORWARD MATERIAL WE CAN
:'ALWAYS OFFER SUPERB ITEMS OF CLASSICS, UN—
::USUAL VARIETIES OF ALL PERIODS, PROOFS AND
ESSAYS, AND GENERALLY EVERYTHING OUT OF THE
';ORDINARY AT VERY REASONABLE PRICES. REQUESTS
FOR APPROVALS 7ELCO11 D.
P
NEW TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
Earlier this year I was fortunate in acThe following pictorial cancell- !quiring two outstanding Collections of TELE—
GRAPH STAMPS, including the rare Mint and
ations were put into use during
Used, material on piece and 'Specimen' over—
August:
prints. This material has now been mounted
in Zt[rcher Unterland and priced and is available on Approval upon t
MACH
AARWANGEN
request.
BEATENBERG — Sonne,Sport,Erholung
KATCHER
H. L.
CHATEAU d' OEX — Sports - Ete — Hiver
B.P.A. P.T.S., A. S. D. A.
— Auas Mineralas
TARASP
—
Sopra
Lugano
CARONA
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27 Westbury Road, London, N.12.
,
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T HkEAD ISSLES 185/--62
bys G. KUISEL

(Conclusion)

The remaining items in the final classification are: 2nd GROUP - BERNE IMPRESSION ON MUNICH PAPER 1854-1856

No.15.

1855 40 c. Dull-green, brown silk thread medium paper
Varieties: (a) dull y-grn (b) green (c) thin paper (d peluré paper
No.16. 1855 1 Fr. Grey, black silk thread, medium paper
Variety:
(a) thin paper
No.17. 1856 1 Fr. Clear grey, yellow silk thread thin paper
(b) 1 mm. spacimg - exists only in colour( a,)
Varieties: (a) deep grey
(c) medium paper (d) pelure paper
)

3rd GROUP - BERNE IMPRESSION ON ZURICH PAPER, 18 7-1862
1 mm.
Paper:
Spacing:
Medium to thick
of different colours.
Quartz lamp: Greyish fluorescence
Silk Threads:
Weights
42 - 45 milligrams
Even if strongly inked, clear impression, strong ridge of colour
Impression:
against the relief, colours darker
Note:
Copies with spacing too close are designated as 'without margins'
when they exist.
Grey-brown, black silk thread
No.18. 5c.
without margins
(b) deep brown
Varieties: (a) brown
(0
Deep brown, green silk thread
No.19. 5c.
Varieties (a) brown (b) black-brown (c) without margins
No . 20. 10c.
Grey-blue, deep red silk thread
(b) without margins
Varieties: (a) greenish blue
)

No.21.

No . 22.
No.23.
No.24.

10c.
Deep blue, green silk thread
(a) greenish-blue
Variety

15c.
Rose, blue silk thread
(b)
(a) deep rose
Varieties
Deep rose, green silk thread
15c.
(b)
Varieties
(a) rose
Orange, green silk thread
20c.
(b
(a) deep orange
Varieties:
Green, green silk thread
40c.
(a) yellowish-green (b)
Varieties:
Grey,reen silk thread
2 c.
(a) silver-grey
Variety:

)

No . 25.
No.26.

THE

END

without margins
without margins
without margins
bluish-green

Illustrations:
Left: Munich
Printing,
'A' Nos.
Right: Berne
Printing
'C' Nos.
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MR. H.L. KATCHER reports on the
current position of the S TAM P
MARKET
e.
"For the first time since I commenced my Buying trips to Switzerland in 1948 I sold over 50% more
material than I managed to purchase
and in consequence my stocks are
smaller than before I set out to
replenish them.
"While some people are under the
impression that prices of Swiss stamps
in this country are higher than abroad
the reverse is my experience. Even items
^

..

-

..

forwhiceavbnosiderxpensive - mint high values, miniature
sheets, Pax etc. - are today dearer
in Switzerland than in Britain. In the
U.S.A. the market is far behind Europe
and much material has been crossing
the Atlantic from America to the continent and now it seems more may start
toflwrmBiantoSwzerldas
well. Prices in the 1963 Gibbons were
calculated last January - on the low
side even then - and are now a year out
of date.
"As Catalogue publishers we have to
choose between making sharp price increases, so as to restock the difficult
material, or keep prices low to court
popularity and be out-of-stock of many
items as replacement figures would exceed our quotations, which would be
disappointing for the serious purchaser who is prepared to pay realistic
prices for the material he wants.
"The situation is difficult and the
prospect of future summer discounts
very debateable. If possible at all
it would be on a very limited section
of stock."
In answer to the question: Can this
boom continue? Mr. Katcher expressed
the view that it must last as long as
the present popularity of Swiss stamps
continues and as long as there is an
economically sound world where people
can afford to devotè money to purchase stamps. Such items as the NABA
and 'Pax' may eventually price themselves out of the market but will re
main stationary at high levels.

J . s.nRvSTRo\G

Autumn means more time for your stamp
4 activitie s.
If your collection is not fully complete send for my approvals and fill
those spaces without delay.
If you plan a new side-line this is
.the time to start.
Selections of all periods - Early,
1
Middle and Modern - available on request.
New issues - First-day covers.
Write NOW, toö
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lanes.

SEPTEMBER 1.62

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
Ostschweizerische Briefmarkenausstellung
in Uster - Uster to 11.X
43e Comptoir suisse Lausanne - 1-22.IX
75 Jahre internationale Sprache
Esperanto - Brug ; Chur 1, Bern 1
Rapperswil (S.G.) Thun 1, Herisau 1
Septembre musical de Montreux - 1-30.IX
Basler Freilichttheatre 'Sommernachtstraum' - Basel 2 B.V.
Internationales Jazz-Festival in Zurich
Z zrich 1 B.V. to 14. IX
Quinzaine gastronomique Interlaken 13.8 - 15.9
OLMA 1962 - St. Gallen 1
Fete des Vendanges - Neuchatel 2,
Morges Journde des Nations Unies Geneva 1, 20-30.X
-

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS
Auto 2 -- Bern, Bundesfeier - 1.VIII
" 2 - Villeneuve (VD) - Tir cantonal
vaudois - 4/5.VIII
"
l VIII
3 - Zurich, Bundesfeier
it
3 - Biel-Bienne - Dicier Messe/
Faire de Bienne - 23.VIII•-2.IX
It
1 - Zug, Zuchtstiermarkt - 5/6.IX
t
1 - Zurich, Knabenschiessen 8-lO.IX
11
2 - Luzern-Rotsee, Ruderweltmeisterschaft - 6-9.IX
11
2 - Schaffhausen, 50 Jahre
Philatelisten Veresn - 29/30.IX
tl
3 - Lausanne, Comptoir suisse
8-23.IX
I
3 - Neuchatel, Fete des vendanges
29/30.IX
-

^

RARITIES ... WANT LISTS
NEW ISSUES
s
EUROPE
CATALOGUES
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
BERNER BRIEFM RKEN-ZEITUNG
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT

•

ZUMSTEIN & CIE,
(Prop. He_rtsch & CO.)
Postfach 1291
BERNE 2.
(Switzerland)

PRESIDENT:

)‘‘..\\ r\

Edward H. SPIRO
R.P.S.,L.

W
Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
Ivor, Bucks.
No. 10

Hon, Secretary & Editor:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32 9 Ethelbert Gardens,
Gant s . Hill y Ilford, Esäex.
OCTOBER 1 9 6 2

Hon.Exohange Pkt. Supt:
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham, Readi ng.
16TH YEAR

a _nKE VAGGIOR
E SHIP POSTMARKS
By:. L. MOORE
C H E C'K - L I S T
A N D
SUMMARY
Following my last article on the lake posts ('Helvetia News Letter', April
1962), several members sent valuable additional information. Actual marks,
tracings or verbal descriptions were provided by Mr. Gosling of Bradford, Mr.
Auckland of Currie, Midlothian, and Mr. Christian of Lincoln. In reply to my
enquiry, Signor Martinengo of the "Collezionista Italia Filatelica" (Bolaffi,
Milan), wrote me saying that there was no known listing of the Lake Maggiore
As we know, there is no Swiss record, so it
marks of the Kingdom of Italy.
appears that we are breaking entirely new ground.
All this information enables me to submit an almost complete check-list
covering the period from 1851 to 1929.
As a key to the check-list I am repeating the illustrations (with some
new ones). Not all the marks on the list are shown, but they represent the
key-types, and on the list is a column showing any variation from the actual
mark illustrated.

5ERV(1O PO TALE
SEMI. 1460 MR
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SHIP POSTMARKS OF LAKE MAGGIOREo

Nd
1
1

2
3
4

5

6

Type of Similar ;Size
mark
to
! mm.
double
Fig. 1 ' 23
C. s. d.
TI
Fig. 2
23
1,
Fig. 3
23
3 line
Fig. 4 35 x
in oval
17
straight
line
• double
c.d.s.

Fig. 5

CHECK LIST - All in black except where marked.
Variation

22

,1

Fig. 7

22

8

n

Fig. 6

22

No. 2

9

u

Fig. 7

22

No. 2

10

Single
c.d.s.

Fig. 8

27

Fig. 8
Fig. 9
Fig. 8

27
27

14
15
16
17

18
19
20

I,
TI

u

straight.
2 line
double
c.d.s.
,1
If

21
22
23
24
25

n
'I

,t

27

Fig.10
27
Fig.10 ; 27
Fig. 9 1 27
Fig.11

42 x
10

Fig.12

30

Fig.12
Fig.13

30

Fig.13

30

Fig.13
Fig.13
Fig.14
Fig.14

30

30

30

26

n

Fig.14 's

30

27

,1

30

28

'I

Fig.14
Fig.14
Fig.14
Fig.14
Fig.14
Fig.14 ,

30

29
30
31

32

„

If

I,

„

DISCENDENTE

N.2
Star both
sides of
'(N.1)'
N.1.
MAGADINOARONA
also knows
in violet

8 bars
10 bars &
no number
10 bars
and 1 1 1

'

(3)

'

30
30

30
30
30
30

Star at foot

VERBANO (N.l)
VERBANO (N.2)
I.R. PIROSCAFO
SUL
LAGO MAGGIORE
VERBANO

7

11
12
13

Wording
VERBANO

26 x 4

Fig. 6

OCTOBER 1962.

10 bass &
abbn.'NAT'
8 bars,
'NAT.' &

VERBANO No.1
CORSA ASCENDENTE
VERBANO No.1
CORSA DISCENDENTE
VERBANO No.2
CORSA ASCENDENTE
VERBANO No.2
CORSA DISCENDENTE
ARONA-MAGADINO (N.1.)

Seen used
in ear a

E 1.

51-55

1855-71
1855-71
1858

(? only)
1859
(? only)
1870-77
1870-77
1870-77
1870-77
1880-81

ARONA-MAGADINO (N.2.)
ARONA-MAGADINO No.3
ARONA-MAGADINO *(N.1)*

1880-81

MAGADINO-ARONA (N.1.)
MAGADINO-ARONA (N. 2. )
WAGADINO-ARONA No.3

1880-81

SERVIZIO POSTALE
SUL LAGO MAGGIORE
L0 CARNO-ARONA (1)

18941906

LOCARNO-ARONA (2)
ARONA-LO CARNO

1913

ARONA-LOCARN0 (1)

1901-02

ARONA-LOCARNO (2)
ARONA-LOCARNO (3)
NATANTE LOCARNO-ARONA
NAT. ARONA-LOCARNO

1912

NAT. ARONA-LOCARNO

1908

ARONA-INTRA
INTRA-LAVENO-ARONA
LOCARNO-PALLANZA (1)
PALLANZA-LOCARNO (2)
MESS. LAVENO-STRESA-MILANO *M*
SERVIZIO POSTALE
SUL LAGO MAGGIORE

1908

1887
1893

1880-82
1886-87

1895
1900

1905

1924
1908
1900

1911
1905
1908
1929
1927
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SHIP POSTMARKS OF LAKE MAGGIORE (Continued)
NOTES ON THE CHECK LIST

It will be seen that we now have some 'No. 3's' (marks Nos. 12, 16 & 23),
which completely destroys the idea that the numbers referred to direction.
Obviously by this time there were (at least) three ships, each with a harldstamp
for either direction, so there would be six marks for each of these types.
Pursuing the logical theory that every mark would have its partner in the
opposite direction, an examination of the list reveals that several are still
missing. For the time being I am giving these the same numbers as their recorded
counterparts, but marked 'a's
13a MAGADINO-ARONA *(N.1)*
20a LOCARNO-AROMA (without a number)
23a LOCARNO-ARONA (3)
27 a INTRA-ARONA
29a LOCARNO-PALLANZA ( 2>
30a PALLANZA-LOCARNO (1
Certain of the listed marks have either 8 or 10 bars, so it may be that
other marks of this type are found with different numbers of bars.
13a may yet
be found with Nos. 2 and 3 in both directions.
I must confess that my interest in Postal History and postmarks wanes a
little when we reach our own century, and most of the information on the later
marks comes from my various collaborators.
It will be seen, however, that the
lake steamer marks in one form or the other were known at least until 1929.
There is considerable overlapping of dates, for which I am unable to account;
but members with a more modern outlook might care to fill in the apparent
'missing links', and indeed, missing dates.
}

In my earlier articles I mentioned the over-lap of time in certain cases,
and my conclusion that certain marks must have been used concurrently. M.
Gosling kindly presented me with a postcard (from his Grandfather to a GreatAunt in Brunswick) posted on board a steamer on May 27th, 1901, with the Italian
stamp cancelled by the double c.d.s. 'ARONA-LOCARNO (1)' (No. 21), and on the
same card is an impression of the straight two-line 'SERVIZIO POSTALE -SUL LAGO
MAGGIORE' (No.17).
SIDE ISSUES `

Mr. Combridge sent me an entire from Sumiswald to Genoa in 1857 with the
I have sent the goods
'VERBANO (N.2)' c.d.s. (No.3), and the letter reads: '
to my forwarding agent in ngadino Carriage paid to Sesto Calende and he hopes
Mr. Christian and our other T.P.O.
there will be no delay on the railway ....'.
experts might perhaps puzzle this out. Many of the 'Verbano' covers bore the
T.P.O. mark of the 'V.E. Sezione Ticino'.
The survey yielded quite a crop of other extremely interesting manuscript
or handstruck transit and instructional postmarks, quite part from the 'Verbanos'.
From 1851 to 1862 many of the letters bore the 'R.L.' of either Switzerland or
Italy/Sardinia, and once the purpose of these was understood, the Sardinian tax
symbols, which previously had been meaningless squiggles, became easily decipherI must not take up too much space on these side issues, but members might
able.
be interested to see the collection of marks gathered by a typical cover on a
comparatively short journey from OLIVONE to NOVARA in 18532

OLIVONE to

NOVARA 1853

Continued overleaf ..
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SHIP POSTMARKS OF LAKE MAGGIORE (Continued)
A good 'Verbano' cover will be awarded to the first member to explain all the
marks (H.S. and MS) shown - with offices of application. All the marks are in
black, except the small tP.Dt. (lower left) and the MS St. Andrew's Cross - , which
are in red.
One great attraction about collecting the early covers of the lakes is that
the whole story of the postal journey can be read - time taken, route, means of
conveyance, and often the cost.

CONCLUSIONS
The study of the lake posts helps to trace the development of communications
from Roman times almost to the present day.
The changes of ownership of the lake
shores are reflected in the stamps or the postmarks - French, Sardinian, Austrian,
and of course, always Swiss.
Many of the letters examined had travelled right
across Europes for instance, Warsaw to Rome and Turin to Gothenburg. Some letters
also bore the ship postmarks of other lakes. A quite common combination was
Maggiore and Lake Lucerne. Less so was an odd one with both 'LARIO' (Lake Como)
and 'VERBANO'. A Swiss telegraph form of 1861 from Magadino quoting receipt of a
wire from Basle one hour before, and sent by post by 'Verbano' steamer to Sesto
Calende, thence by the new railway to Turin, suggests that the Swiss were ahead of
the Sardinians in the matter of telegraphic communications, despite the Alpine
barrier!
The gradual appearance of T.P.O. marks for new sections of line, traces the
extension of the railways. in Italy and in Switzerland.
The opening of the Gotthard tunnel is marked by the switch to Locarno from Magadino, which from then on
found itself in a backwater in all senses.
So the next time we take the excursion to see the bananas growing on Isola
Madre, and the white peacocks in the garden of the Palazzo Borromeo on Isola Bella,
or as we sit on a sunny terrace in Stresa, washing down our 'Tagliatelle' with a
good 'Orvieto', let us pause and reflect upon the one-time importance of the 'Long
Lake' and consider the rich and eventful Postal History of LACUS VERBANUS
...
---- THE END ----

1963

Editor's Notes 776 are indebted to Mr.
Moore for his patience - and persistence-in pursuing this original research
on the intricacies of the 'Verbano'
story, and to those members who have
helped in piecing it together.
Those who would like to try for the
'Verbano' cover, offered by Mr. Moore,
should send their solution to the
puzzle to him at; 2 Lawnswood Gardens,
Leeds 16, Yorks.

vlÜLLER CATALOGUE

The latest edition of this excellent
catalogue, just published, reflects in
no uncertain way the remarkable increases in the value of Swiss stamps during
the past year accentuated by the growing shortage of supplies. The total
number of price increases is 7241
(compared with 4278 in the 1962 edition)
.and only 11 decreases.
Prices are up for all issues from the
'Double Geneva' which reaches Fr.15,000
(mint) and Fr.12 500 used, to the 'Pax'
set at Fr.250 (m), Fr.300 (u) from
Fr.180 & Fr.225.
There are spectacular increases in
the prices of modern miniature sheets,
examples being the 1941 Pro Juventute up
to Fr.45 (m) & Fr.100 (u) from Fr.32.50
& Fr.70, and the 1953 Tete-beche sheet
to Fr.75 (m) & Fr.100 (u) from Fr.38 &
Fr.50.
In individual stamps there are similar spectacular increases; the 1919
Air,30c.isnowFr.120(m)andFr.25
(u) and the 1914 Fr.3 (mint) is Fr.350
The Catalogue,which contains also a
complete listing of Liechtenstein stamps
is, as always, very clearly set out,
profusely illustrated, and right up-todate, even to the 1962 Pro Juventute.
It can be well recommended to all
serious collectors.

M?M, T{^.ry..MYStti 'zittl,.I,by'i

!S:{{ ;gKit3!!!tictssSR:ff3? !!!Y3iti:i!Sl2l !!mfl$1313JJlatlSR S,Ofl

Al :WAIL
COV
A selection of flown covers
:

t

will add much interest to your
collection.
If you are not already on my
mailing list, send now for
items on approval.
The demand is rapidly exceeding the supply .. do not leave
it too late .. .. . • • • .•
• Other types of material also
available; Stamps, miniature sheets, covers, new issues, etc.
Want lists welcomes Write to

,:S-ARvsTRc\G
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lanes.
a:^„^. ^••s:^K^ ..:.:r:r...mti
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MAR <S OF SW1
By R.L. Christian
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ZERLA-,,y2

Some skill is needed, especially at first, in distinguishing between manuscript
The size of the former is variable, whereas the latter
marks and handstamps.
appear to be fixed for the same mark, varying only with the length of the name.
For the majority of these postal marks the name
of the locality is written in upright roman or script,
but also often in cursive, in one or two lines.
Occasionally the name is framed by a 'box' - round or
oval, rectangular or octagonal, single or double
(Fig. 4). A large double circle is representative of
005
the four postal district3of NEUCHATEL and is found
both plain and with, in the centre, the
shield with the 3 chevrons from the coat-ofRTE IYYVERDON
arms of Neuchatel. The oval (very elongated)
is to be found on the mark of GRUYERBandthe
3 250
elongated octagon, almost rectangular, on that
of VEVY (Fig.5). The oval also characterises the routes of the Fribourg district,
figuring in 6 marks of this Canton, and in
two different sizes, one of which is nearly
round.

WENN Ellell ATE L

Another curious feature of these marks is
that the majority - though by no means all- are in
Frenchs 'ROUTE DE ...' and not 'ROUTE NACH ... 1 9
even for places in the centre of German Switzerland.
Thus the name of the route of Berne would read 'ROUTE
POUR BERNE', or passing by Berne s "ROUTE DE BERNE'.
?;5i
On the other hand one can find a combination of the
two languages, where the name of the German-Swiss
Fig. 4
locality is given in German, with the rest of the
text in French, e.g. 'ROUTE d'AARBURG', as well as the all French alternative
'ROUTE d'AARBOURG'. Sometimes the name is written in French, where this Variation is possible 2 LUCERNE, THOUNE, COIRE, BERTHOUD etc. In the case of less important localities, or where the name is not translatable, only the indication of
the route is given in French, and the name remains in German. Other marks, however, can be attributed equally well to French as to German, e.g. 'MURI & ROUTE',
the sign '&' serving for both 'ET' and 1 UND'.
There is cause for speculation on the predominant use of
French. Is it attributable to
DrTHOUN
the French occupation of Switzerland, or to the government of
3749
the Helvetic Republic, when the
expansion
of the postal service
Fl g. 5
may be said to have commenced,

11

or to an era when the French language was that of the cultured class? It should
be noted that early postal marks of Germany sometimes bear indications such as
'DE FRANCFORT', 'DE MUNICH' etc. Was this due to the influence of the postal
administration in France where, however, route marks of this type did not exist?
These are some of the puzzles not yet solved.
The greater number of the cachets of routes are in red or black. Tho latter
Cachets in green-blue or blue
colour is the more usual; in red they are rarer.
exist fairly freely at NEUCHATEL and SPLUGEN. Certain marks of the Fribourg
district (such as BULLE and ROMONT) present a great variety of colours, commencing
Each of these
with orange, then red, red-brown, blue, light blue, black etc.
colours was, seemingly, used during a specific period of time. Other transitional
shades are also found, but are due to progressive changes in the ink on the handstamp. 711th the blue marks of NEUCHATEL, certain shades between blue and bluegreen are definitely due to colour changes caused by sunlight when the letters
However, the specific use of this or that colour
were taken from the archives.
indicates that it belonged to one particular organisation of couriers of the same
administration. This is the case, without doubt, for the routes of the NEUCHATEL
district (those with chevrons), they were certainly dependent on the NEUCHATEL
administration since the cachet is identical with that of the 'Direction of Posts'
and the colour of the cachet of the Head Office.
(To be continued)
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In accordance with the Society's Rules N 0 T I C E

ANNUA(

OCTOBER 1962

is heregiven that the

G\LRA
^ ► ING
ML.
WILL BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH, 1962. (2nd `'ednesday) at 6.45

p.m.

prompt'at the Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, London, `u"..C.2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

AG END A
Minutes of the A.G.M. held on Nov.l5th, 6. Hon. Pkt. Superintendent REPORT
1961.
7. ELECTION of Officers & Members
Matters arising from the Minutes
of the Society's Committee for
Chairman's Address
1962/63
REPORT by the Hon. Secretary
8. MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS (see below)
Hon. Treasurer's REPORT & STATEMENT
9. Any Other Business
OF ACCOUNTS

Nominations for the Election of Officers & Members of the Committee
i.e. Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer, Pkt.
Superintendent, Hon. Auditor and (not exceeding) TLELVE members of the Committee,
should be sent to the Hon. Secretary, Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, to reach her not later
than Tuesday, 12th November.
RESOLUTIONS: Any member desiring to move a Resolution or Motion at the A.G.M.
must GIVE NOTICE in writing, enclosing the text of the Resolution,
to the Hon. Secretary before the opening of the A.G.M.
After thebusiness meeting, which is expected to last about 1 hour, there will
be short displays by Members (any subject).
MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING and are invited to put forward criticisms or suggestions which will help to
improve the running of the Society and the facilities which are available to its
members.
E.J. RAWNSLEY (Hon. Secretary).
E.G. SLATE (Chairman)
(
)

CHANGES IN POSTAL RATES
Postal charges for parcels may be
increased shortly. If confirmed it
is likely that the 1Fr., 1.20, 1.50
and Fr.2 stamps will no longer be used.
The new rates will most probably
The Secretary will pass on any suitable 9
be 1.30, 1.70, 2.20 and 2.80Fr.
material, or will supply the address if
desired.

MEMBERS' REQUESTS:

One of our American members is seeking
in particular, early covers from SCH'a'ANDEN
Canton Glarus, and any covers bearing the
name 'LUCHSINGER'.

We have limited supplies
of the following recent Swissair
First Jet Flights on attractive
cacheted covers:

H. L. KATCHER

PTS
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27, Westbury Road, London, N.12.

BPA

CONVAIR METROPOLITAN FLIGHTS
Geneva-Basle-Munich let Apr. '62 8/rr
Zurich-Hamburg
6/3
Basle-Munich 2nd April 1962.
OTHER FLIGHTS
Zurich-Barcelona DC-6B 1st Apr.62
6 /3 1
Basle-Nice
8/9
Geneva-Lagos 2nd May 1962.
9/-1
Geneva-Accra
"
"
8/9 1
Zurich Lagos
9/-1
Zurich-Accra
n
r,
Geneva Tripoli
8/6
Zurich-Tripoli
Zurich-Chicago 16th May, 1962.
Zurich-Montreal DC.8 16th May'62. 7/ 6 1
6/6
Geneva-Belgrade 23rd June 1962.
Zurich-Buenos Aires-Santiago
7/6
26th August 1962.
x
on
orders
under
E1.1
One each of the above £10. Postage extra
FINE SELECTIONS OF FLIGHT COVERS ALWAYS AVAILABLE

CONVAIR 88m JET FLIGHTS
10/Zurich-Bombay 10th Sept. 1961
10/Zurich-Calcutta 15th Sept. 1961
GV990 CORONADO JILT FLIGHTS
6/6
Zurich-Khartoum 31st March 1962.
7/6
Zurich-Dhahran 4th April 1962.
Zurich-Santiago (Football World Cup) 12/6
17th May, 1962.
15th June, 1962.
Zurich-Lagoa
7/6
CARAVELLE FLIGHTS
6/3
Geneva-Frankfurt 1st April 1962.
"
8/Geneva-Dusseldorf
8/"
Geneva--Copenhagen
8/6
Zurich-Amsterdam 2nd April 1962
Zurich-Frankfurt 27th June, 1962
7/"
6/9
Zurich Barcelona

"

'

SPECIAL OFFER I

OCTOBER 1962.

^

-
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NEW SEVtCE STAMPS

The European Office of the United
Nations in Geneva plans to open, on
October 24th, 1962, a philatelic
museum located in the Palais des
Mations, where a complete collection
of all service stamps ever issued by
the League of Nations, the International Labour Office and the United
Nations, together with their specialised agencies, will be on display.
To mark this occasion, four service stamps will be issued on the
above date, which will be valid for
prepaying postage on United Nations
mail exclusively. Details are as
follows:
Values:
10 c.
green/red
30 c.
orange-red/blue
50 c.
blue/vermilion
60 c. brown/green
Designs:l0 & 50 C. Terrestrial globe
with laurel twig
(UN emblem) and designation:
tMUSEE PHILATELIQUE'.
30 & 60 c. Winged figure
(sculpture on United Nations Building,G.eneva)
and designation: 'ONU MUSEE
PHILATELIQUE'.
Designer: Hans 1Th3ni, Berne
Engravers:l0 & 50c.
Albert Yersin,
Mont-sur-Rolle
30 & 60c. Karl A.Bickel,
Jr.,
Walenstadtberg
Process: Rotary recess & letterpress
printing by Postage Stamp
Printing Office PTT, Berne.
Paper:
White paper without fibres
Stamp Sizes 10 & 50 c. 24 x 29 mm.
(21 x 26 mm.)
30 & 60 c. 29 x 24 mm.
(26 x 21 mm.)
No. of sheets er form c linder:
2 1&2)
No, of stamps per sheet:
50
CANCELLATIONS:
From Oct. 24th to 28th a special
post office will operate in the Palais des Nations, near the UN philatelic museum. The following postmarks will be used:
October 24th:
'Gen6ve 10, ONU
Ouverture du Musoe philatelique'
October 25-28th:'Geneve 10, Palais des
Nations, Musee philateliquel
The official first-day cover has a
vignette in raised printing, designed
by.Jtirg E. Mauerhofer of Ostermundigen
A few copies of the 'AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND' are stilli
available from the Hon. Secretary, price'
9/1d.. + 8d. postage.

Preliminary information - obtained
for us by one of our members while on
holiday in Switzerland. - indicates that
there will be three designs: the 5 & 500.
will show flowers, apple blossom and
forsythia respectively, the 10 & 30c.
will show children at play, and the 20c,
(of double format) will show a mother
and child.
The miniature sheet will have two
stamps showing a child with toys, and a
face value of Fr.l.- + 20c., but will
be sold at Fr.3.A stamp booklet will also be available, containing 16 x 5c. and 16 x 1000
stamps at a cost of Fr.5.Full details are awaited from the PTT
and will be given in our November issue.

SWISS SHIP PCSTMAP\
{

In last month's 'NEWS LETTER' it was
stated that an article would be published shortly on the subject of Swiss Maritime Postmarks. While on the point of
seeking confirmation on several points
in Switzerland, the Editor was advised
by Mr. H.L. Katcher, who had also been
interested in this subject, that he had
already been in contact with the
Schwoizerisches Seeschiffahrtsamt
(Office Suisse de la navigation maritime)
in Basle, and had learned that such cancellations are not officially authorised.
The correspondence goes on to says
"Swiss ships aro not authorised to use
Swiss stamps or cancellations in foreign
ports, but must use the stamps of the
country of the port of call. The
alleged 'Swiss ships' markings' are the
normal ship stamps used for shipping
documents. The cancellation 'PAQUEBOT'
supposedly used in Cristobal and Galvesston (Texas) were probably on letters
prepaid in,American postage stamps or
the addressees had to pay afine."
Under these circumstances it is not
proposed to proceed with the article.
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
(a) REGIOPH IL 1962 4 Uster
A special cancel depicting a dove
in front of a house was used from llth
to 14th October at the East-Swiss
Philatelic Exhibition at Uster.
(b) RaTLI SHOOTING CONTEST
To mark the 100th Shooting Contest
a special cancel will be used on 6th
and 7th November 1962. It shows three
raised hands, each with two uplifted
fingers, with 'RtTLI' at the top and
"100 Jahre Rfftlischiessen' round the
base.
0

o o .

. 0

. . .
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LONDON GROUPs Hon. Sec. Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley,
32 9 Ethelbert Gdns., Gants Hill, Ilford.
So far this year only one issue of the
'HELVETIA NEWS LETTER' has consisted of 6
pages, so we are now making up with a
specially enlarged Autumn number, due
mainly to .a late influx of news items, some
of which cannot conveniently be held over
until next month.
,

IOELLLANCS GROUPS Hon. Sec. A. Gullis
3 Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.

The opening meeting of the Northern Group was very successful and
included four prospective members a good start to the new season. The
following report was sent by Mr. R.
remans
'NEW ACQUISITIONS'wero shown by
the following:
Despite the unavoidable absence of one MR. EASTWOOD: Selected T.P.O. covers
or two of our most regular attenders, the
MR. GULLIS: Recent Publicity Postopening meeting of the new session was well marks also the 'Minnesinger' set of
attended and it is hoped this is a happy
Liechtenstein.
augury for the meetings to come.
MR. GOSLING: Liechtenstein: Covers
with photographs of the Post offices
The subject was 'RECENT ACQUISITIONS'
from which the covers were despatched.
and a varied selection of material was put Miniature
sheets of Vaduz Stamp Exup for display:
hibition 1949, also Stamp Exhibition
MRS. SCHOLEY: Among First Day covers were
1962 commemorating 50 years of Liechthe various 'Europa' issues, including the tenstein stamps.
now scarce 1957.
DR. RICHIEs 'Odds & Ends' - cards
MR. F.G.F. SMITHS Selected pages of railway commemorating 25th anniversary of
cancellations, also district offices of the U.P.U. 9 also Feldkirch-Buchs T.P.O.
town of Zurich.
MR. HOYLES 10c.Postal stationery cards
MR. DIXIE: Airmail and First Flight covers: with photographs of the views on the
cards.
some of the earlier ones bore 'vignette
stamps', while others had scarce cancellat- MR. ROBERSHAW: Rayons & Silk threads
for expertising. (Unfortunately the
ions or markings.
Expert was 'down South' at the Postal
MR. LISTER: Has recently acquired a large
History
Conference:!)
number of covers. In view of the previous !
Fiscal stamps and officMR.
HIGHSTED:
airmails shown, he passed round instead a 3
ial
customs
cancellations
on cover.
selection of pre-stamp covers, among them
Adhesive
meter
stamps
used
by General
a straight-line "VERBANO", and others with
Direction
PTT,
Bern.
a variety of straightline cancels and other;
interesting postmaxks of various periods.
Mr. Hoyle also brought along a
Further displays on the same lines willi number of books on Switzerland which
provided further interest.
be given next month following the A.G.M.
:jssuss:svassnttsm:::ws.esnrcuss:x..—... nn....4-...es:irsss.....mustusssrsrms.maus>ec;-se.asmsarv.w

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS
I's
A curious cancel was used by Auto No.3p WHY
- St. Gallen, OLMA, 11-21 October.
To compress the design into the required space the wording is horizontal,
but the picture of a cow is printed vertically which gives the impression that the 11
animal is sitting on its tail with its 4 1''
feet stuck straight out. An odd bit of
artist's licence!
{s
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
From 1st October to 30th April 1963
a new cancellation will be used to commemorate 75 years of winter-sports at Grindel
h
wald. The design shows a snow-flake incorporating the letter 'G' with 'GRINDELWALD' at the top and '75 JAHRE WINTERSPORT' ^
round the base.
Another-new cancel is:
AROGNO - Aria - Sole - Salute from
8/10/62

SLOGAN CANCELS
The following have been put into uses
STADT THEATER LUZERN
KREUZLINGEN (Bodensee)(this is a pictorial
one incorporating a map of the Bodensee. 1

N 0 T
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NEVI ISSUES
EUROPE
CATALOGUES:
S 7ITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN
SPECIALISED
BERN:R BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT

. .

ZUMSTEIN & CIE, Propr. Hertsch & Co4
Poatfach 1291

BERNE 2.
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16TH YEAR

PRO

On 1st December, 1962, five Pro Juventute stamps will be issued, commemorating
the 50th anniversary of the great Swiss youth aid organisation. Two values showing flowering twigs recall the jubilee of the Foundation, the other three point
to its work for the benefit of Swiss youth. The stamps will be on sale from 1st
Dec. as long as stocks last, but not longer than 30th June 1963. The proceeds
from the additional charge are intended to defray the financial needs of the
Foundation and to set up a jubilee fund for special youth aid programmes. Details
ares
Valuess 5 + 50. Flowering apple twig - Tinting : Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.,
blue-grey, green, red & yellow
La Chaux-de-Fonds
10 + 100. The child & its world, Stam. sizes 5, 10, 30, & 50c. 29 x 24 mm.
(26 x 21 mm.)
green, pink & dark green
20c. 26 x 36 mm. (22.5x 32.5 mm.)
20 + 10c. Mother & child (double
size) or-red green,pink & brown Pa erg "Mite, with red and blue fibres
20 + 10c. The child & its world,
Tinders
No. of sheets per
orange, red & yellow
5, 10, 300c.
& 25 (A & B)
50 + 10c. Forsythia - blue,
4 (A,B,C & D)
20 c.
yellow & light brown
,

Designers: 5 & 50c. Pia Roshardt,Zurich No. of stamps per sheetg
5, 10, 30 & 50c. ...
10 & 40c. Heiri Stainer,Zurich
20 c.
...
20c. Faustina Iselin, Riehen

50
25

A first-day postmark, designed by Hans Tomamichel of Zurich will be used on 1st
December and shows the head of a child, with 'BERN 1.XII.1962' at top and 'AUSGABETAG - PRO JUVENTUTE -1912-1962'- round base.
The specially designed cover has a vignette depicting a child's head, similar
to the postmark.
A+stamp booklet with gold coloured cover will also be issued, containing sixteen 5 + 5c. stamps and sixteen 10 + 10c. stamps. The selling price is Fr.5.including 20c. cost.
To celebrate the 50 years of the Pro Juventute Foundation a Jubilee miniature
sheet is also being issued. Since its establishment the Foundation has expended
some 140 million francs for youth, and now intends to give new impetus to its
work by creating a Jubilee Fund for special youth aid assignments. The net proceeds from the sale of the stamp block (miniature sheet) will go to this Funds
Printerss Photogravure by Courvoisier SA
Value: 2 x 1 Fr, = 2 Fr.
+ 1 Fr. additional charge = Fr. 3 Stamp size: 26 x 36 mm. (22 x 32 mm.)
Block size: 62 x 62 mm. Unperforated)
Design: Mother and child
Designer:Edy Renggli, Lucerne (stamp) Paper: White, with red & blue fibres
Hans-Rudolph Lauterburg,Bern Block margins Text & drawings (toys)
(Stamp sheet) Inscriptions PRO JUVENTUTE 1912-1962
50 JAHRE FtR DIE JUGEND
Colours:(a) Stamp: yellow, red, blue,
50 ACTS POUR LA JEUNESS
blue-grey, dark grey
50 ANNI PER LA GIOVENTU
Margin: yellowish-brown,
Sheet No. and on back
Blue lettering
period of validity and price
Back: grey lettering
The jubilee stamp block, as well as the stamps cut out of the block, can be
used to prepay postage on any inland and foreign mail
A specially designed envelope has been prepared, and the cancellation will be
the same as for the stamps.
(b)

(c)
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PUZZLE COPNC

Herr Nussbaum of Basle has given the
following details on the unusual cancellations featured , in .our-. issue *
"Bad Stachelberg is'about 1 km.
distant from Linthal, on the way to Braunwald and must have been .a much frequented
place in the days before 1900 and even
later, until motoring became popular.
Stachelberg had a spa and was also famous
as a place for good food and a favourite
place for holding wedding parties in the
days of coaches and victorias.
"A hotel clerk stamped almost all
outgoing souvenir and business mail with'a
private handstamp (shown under No. 6569 in
the ' Stempelwerkt) . This handstamp was
later replaced by a single line mark reading 'STACHELBERG' and the date; it can be
found in black and violet ink. The mark
shown in the 'News Letter' was also
frequently used but is also of a private
character in spite of the date included.
The mail seems to have been collected by a
hotel clerk and subsequently delivered to
the post office at Linthal, acting as
supervising post office so to speak. Very
often mail was delivered at the travelling
post-office where the usual postmark
'AMBULANT' was applied.
"This interesting handstamp, although
of a private character, ranks in a way in
the category of letter-collecting agency
postmarks.
"The postmark ' STE CROIX SUISSE' is
quite a normal type used around the turn
of the century. The wording 'SUISSE' is,
of course, unusual, but exists in similar
postmarks from Neuchatel and Fribourg."

***

***

***
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SWISS. SHP OSTMARKS
Corménts from Mr.L. Moore (Leeds)
"As `I have journeyed to and from Switz1
lerland by every possible means - except a
!push-bike - a few year ago. I came back
Iwith the Swiss Cargo Motor-ship 'BASILEA'
!from Basle to Rotterdam. Passenger
'accommodation was excellent and, I can
thoroughly recommend it. All shipping
on the Rhine stops at night and beats
!tie up at various German river ports.
The Purser had a rubber handstamp
'ALPINA-RHEIN LINIE', with the name of
Ithe ship and stuck this cachet on our
postcards, but, of course, well away from
Ithe stamp. I gave him my cards franked
with Swiss stamps and he explained his
!instructions - exactly as Mr. Katcher
!discovered from the Schweizerisches SeeISchiffsfahrtsamt - that mail must be
!franked with stamps of the country of the
;next port of call, otherwise the reoip'ient would have to pay postage due. 'Ohl'
I said 'that's alright, my friends are
,all crackpot stamp collectors, they will
'be delighted." He further explained that`
the would post the mail in a normal town
!box when he went ashore at Nierstein, the
German wine town.
"Members of the Yorkshire Group of
;Helvetia duly received their cards, bearing only Swiss stamps, cancelled with the
large c.d.s. decorated with vines:
€ ' NIERSTEIN-atn-RHEIN/EDEL SeIN `sEIN !
'Truly 'used abroad'! I deduced that the
Gorman Postal Officials would be tolerant
ler even that they might be as unsure of
the position as I was."
!(Ed. Note: Mr. Moore appears to have got
!away with it, but we do not recommend
everyone to try it not all friends are
I delighted to_pay on ho liday postcards!

=I

!

1

CHANGE c ADDRESS
On November 6th

we moved
to now premises at
...
151, PARK ROAD, ST.JOHN'S WOOD
.
LONDON, N. w.8.
Telephone: JUNiper 0616*
Our expanding business
makes it necessary for us to
have larger and more spacious premises
nearer entra1 London, where we expect
our clients will find it easier to
visit us.
HOB; TO GET THERE: Buses Nos.2, 2A, 13,74
113, 159 & Green Line Nos.712,713,716,
716A and 717 all pass the door. Nearest
Underground Stations: Baker Street and
St. John's Wood.
If you have any requirements why not
drop in and see us? Our staff will be
delighted to help you and Mr. Katcher
will personally attend to the more
specialised and advanced material.

i1

,r T

* 'Phone may not be
connected for a few weeks

'

^

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
(H. L. Katcher)
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood, N, rä.8.
an.s n,..m:.....

nnrs.nw.a w...:w:uxmsx ar.:r

....xs......auo:: ,
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ANf\J.,AL GENERAL v1tE I IfJG

held on >7ednesday, 14th November, 1962, at the KingswayHall, London, W.C.2.
Apologies for absence were received -cuits it was not easy to get the cooperation of dealers. It was essential
from Mrs. Scholey and Mr. Lienhard.
that paokets should be passed on quickly.
A hearty welcome was extended to
In order to help members he appealed for
two members of the Yorkshire Group,
as many booklets as possible.
Mr. L. Moore and Mr. F. Myers.
Mr. Brooks asked whether, if suitable
1. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS A.G.M.
material was available at auctions, the
These were read by the Hon.
Society would consider purchasing same
Secretary and agreed.
for use in the packet. There was no rea2. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES.
son why this should not be done, but in
view of the amount of Swiss material availBank charges Mr. Harding had
taken up the matter but in view of the able, it was unlikely that this proposal
would meet with much success.
very. small amount involved no further
reduction could be made.
7. ELECTION OF OFFICERS & COMMITTEE
3. CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS
The following were elected 'en bloc':
Mr. Slate considered it had been a
•.. Mr. E.C. Slate
Chairman
good year, altho he would like to see
• . • Mr. D.A. Dixie
Vice-Chairman
more members at meetings. A varied
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley
•.
Hon. Secretary
programme had been arranged for the
Mr. A.J. Harding
•..
Hon. Treasurer
current season and if more London
Hon. Pkt. Supt.
•.. Mr. J.H. Short
Group members could be enrolled an
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley
•••
Hon. Editor
even more successful year would be
• • • Mr. T.C. Brooks
Hon. Auditor
assured. He wished to thank the chief
Officers, Mr. Short, Mr. Harding and
Committee
Mr. L. Moore
Mrs. Rawnsley for all their work and
Yorks
Mr. J.A. Eastwood
was confident that the Society would
Group
Mr. J.H. Highsted
go from strength to strength.
Mr.
F.
Myers
4. HON. SECRETARY'S REPORT
Proposed by Mr. M. lewson, seconded by
Mrs. Rawnsley stated that there had
Mr. J. O'Hara, and carried.
been a.most gratifying increase in
membership, with 22 in Britain and 15
8. MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS
overseas, the latter resulting from a
a On behalf of the Yorks Group Mr. L.
remarkable spate of enquiries, which
Moore proposed that a membership list
showed clearly the interest in Swiss
should be made available, as with other
philately and offered great scope for
Specialist Societies, to encourage exchanthe Society. The Northern Group conges of views between members with similar
tinued to flourish and had recruited
interests. The matter was discussed at
more members with its vigorous propsome length and it was felt that in generaganda. As Editor, thanks were due to
al the advantages would outweigh any disthose who contributed articles etc.,
advantages. Anyone who did not wish to
for the 'News Letter' and it was hoped participate in this could arrange to have
that they, and others, would continue
his name omitted from the list. It was
their efforts and lessen the task of
agreed that the Committee should go furthkeeping material in hand.
er into the matter.
5. HON. TREASURER'S REPORT
9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS
The Balance Sheet had been circulated and showed a very satisfactory
(a) Advortisingn
position. Mr. Harding wished to thank
It was suggested that the Society
Mr. Brooks for his assistance in aumight arrange for some publicity
diting the books.
at the next 'Stampex' Exhibition.
Adoption of the accounts was proThe possibilities would be investiposed by Mr. Short and seconded by Mr.
gated.
Dixie
(b) Extra 'News Letters'
6. HON. PKT. SUPERINTENDENTS REPORT
Members to be reminded that additMr. Short said there was little new
ional copies are available for
to say. During the period under refiling and other purposes, at a
view he had been fortunate in obtainsmall extra cost.
ing a reasonable amount of packet
material, but the position had again
There being no further business the
become very difficult. Because of
A.G.M. closed at 8.20 p.m.
market trends members tended to hoard
*
their surplus material & because of
the time necessitated by packet cirGREETINGS
.,
S E A S O N' S
`•
TO ALL OVERSEAS MEMBERS
^

•

`'
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DAY OF THE STAMP 1962
The 1962 'Day of the Stamp' will be• held
on 2nd December in Baden and the special
cancellation will show the tower of the old
city gate and a dove with 'BADEN' at the
top and 'TAG DER BRIEFM4RKE 2 DEZ. 1962'
round the edge.
NEW SERIES OF PRINTED POSTCARDS.
On 24th October a new series of dark
green printed postcards of 10 Rp. value
with pictures of 56 x 52 mm. size, was
issued.. The complete series of 32 cards
is Obtainable at a cost of Fr.3.20 from
the PTT Philatelic Agency, Bern. ?hey will
be put on sale in post-offices as current
stocks become exhausted, probably at the
end of the year.
SPECIAL CONFERENCE POSTMARK
An International Conference was held
in Basle from 12-16 November, dealing with
special trains for holiday agencies. The
cancellation used during, this period shows
a coach and a train, datesö 12- 16.XI.1962
and 'BASEL - INTERiv'AT. REISEBURO-SONDERZ .GE-KONFERENZ' .
MORE +.+'WEDDING B1+TIS
Congratulations and best wishes for a
long and happy married life are given to
Mr. M. Hewson, formerly of the Yorks Group
and now resident in London, and 1tirs.Hewson.

YORKS GROUP: Hon.Sec: Mr. A. Gullis
_ 3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.

,

-^

Traditionally, Chairmen have
always presented the particular aspect
of Swiss philately, which was their
()vim specialty,andMr.JA.Eastwod
did precisely this on the occasion of
'CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY' on 3rd November,
although in fact his display took an
entirely new form.
Mr. Eastwood is well-known among
Yorkshire Societies for his display
'Philatelic Terms Illustrated', in
which he normally ranges over the
whole world, but for the special purpose of 'Helvetia' he brought along
only the Swiss section, specially extended for the occasion.
He shower under Printing & Papers
with notes on the different processes:
Line-en raving: Landscapes, Pro Juv.,
1932 Emil Welti and Europa (your
reporter confesses that he thought of
line engraving as having ended with
'Sitting Helvetia'}; Embossing:'Sitting Helvetia'; Typorxra h : The 'Naha'
Block; Fhoto-zravurea many of the
gems from La Chaux-de-Fonds; Granite
Paper: the 'Aarau' Block; Silk Threads:
the 'Strubeli'.
Mr. Eastwood went on to give examples of 'Tete-beche', Surcharges,
ROUTE MARKS ARTICLE
Overprints, Coils & booklets, 'Eti. Shortage of space prevents the inclusion quettes', 'Cachets', Postal Stationof the next instalment in this issue, but
ery etc., and under Cancellations he
it will be resumed in the December number. 'showed T.P.O's., Feldpost, Meter
Marks, Slogans etc., with a Ship-post
section including Bodensee, Vierwaldst ,ttersee, Ziirichsee and
W H Y
N O T
BUY
A T
'Verbano', while under 'Used Abroad'
the had a lovely card from the Alpina
-Rhein vessel 'Maloja', bearing Swiss
stamps postmarked Rotterdam!
Y.Appreciated by all members, the
display was particularly helpful to
o - newer friends, who found this graphic
explanation of some of the jargon of
our hobby most helpful.
L.M.
RARITIES
WANT LISTS

1

;
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NEW ISSUES
EUROPE
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SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
SPECIALISED
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT

ZUMST:IN & CIE, Propr. Bertsch & Co.
Postfach 1291
BERNE 2.
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#
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#
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A CHRISTMAS PRESENT TO YOURSELF?
NOT?
WHY
I have many tempting items which
will give lasting pleasure and
enhance your collection.
Send now for approval selections
- any period - pre-stamp, early
middle or modern issues, airmails,
covers etc.

sends Christmas Greetings to all
Helvetia Wlembers
14, Low Lane,
Torrisholme, Morecambe, Lancs.
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MEMBERSHIP LIST
Following the proposal put forward
and discussed at the Annual General
Meeting, the task of compiling a comprehensive membership list is now being undertaken. Since the advantages
would seem to outweigh the disadvantages, we shall go ahead on the basis
that UNLESS ADVICE TO THE CONTRARY
IS GIVEN, members will have no objection to their names being included
in this list.
In order that the list may serve
a really useful purpose, it would be
helpful if members would indicate any
special aspects of Swiss philately in
which they are interested: e.g.
postal history, postmarks, airmails,
railway cancels etc. etc., to encourage the exchange of information etc.
with others who are studying the same
subjects. If no such indications are
received it will be assumed that
members are general Swiss collectors.
It is hoped that this idea will
meet with approval.

One of the highlights of a holiday spent
in Arosa at the end of June was a trip in a
small 15 seater coach to St. Moritz. After
a very early morning start and negotiating
the 365 bends doom to Chur, we drove through
the pleasant country via Thusis and the once
dreaded Via Mala Gorge to ANDEER, once an
important link in the Splftgen route.
After
coffee our driver-cum-guide, on his own
:initiative, took us to see one of the trea-.
sures of this village, a fine example of a
16th century 'Graffiti' house. This type of
decorative work is becoming rare and this
was a particularly fine example, the front
and side of the house being completely covered with designs 'engraved' into the plaster
and filled in with a grey-brown pigment.
Continuing our journey we climbed to the
top of the Spligen Pass, with a pause at the
for
summit, amid the wintery landscape
Spring was very late this year .. and there
were still 5 ft. high banks of snow at the
roadside, through the strip of 'no-man's
land' to the Italian frontier village of
Monte Spluga, where our driver drew in with
such a flourish that he wedged the roof of
the coach firmly underneath the sign 'Dogana'-,
After the usual exchange of 'courtesies' two
Customs officials had to climb up and unscrew the bracket in order to release us and
off we went again - thankful not to have been
involved in a longer delay - past the vivid
blue Lago di Monte Spluga., lying amid flower
strewn meadows, and commenced the incredibly
long descent to the Val Giacomo, through
rock galleries and round one hairpin bend
after another, with •all the time magnificent
views of the valley fax below.
About halfway down two weary horses
plodding their way upwards and drawing a
family removal on an open cart s topped by a
crate of bedraggled hens, brought to mind
very vividly what this journey must have
been like in the days before modern roads,
when the mounted post-boy or the mailcoach
made a far more perilous journey. Reminders,
too, of the Swiss Postal Agencies
as we passed through such places as S.
GIACOMO itself, PIANAZZO and CAMPODOLCINO
Mere villages even now, they must have been
tiny hamlets over a century ago and it isno
wonder that examples of the cancellations
(Continued overleaf)
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ISSUES
Two new issues were made on 6th
December:

A. MINNESINGER

Second Seri
20 Rp. King Conradin (green, blue, red,
blue-green, yellow & gold)
30 Rp. Kraft von Toggenburg (grey, blue,
red, olive, yellow & gold)
40 R. Heinrich von Veldig (grey, it.
blue, red, brn-olive, yellow,
and gold)
2 Fr. Tannhguser (grey, blue, carmine,
yellow-olive, yellow & gold)
22221Ena From the original manuscript
of Maness
Sizes 26 x 36 mm. (23 x 33 mm.)
B. CHRISTMAS STAMPS
30 Rp. Pieta (wine-red)
50 Rp. Fresco with angels (orange
1Fr.20 View of Mauren (dark blue
Designer: Martin Frommelt, Schwan
Sizes 27.5 x 32 mm. (25 x 29 mm.)
Printer: Both series: Courvoisier S.A.
papa: Both series: white, with brown
and green fibres
A special cancellation was used for
both issues on 6th December, consisting
of an interlaced lattice with 'VADUZ' at
top and 'AUSGABETAG 6 DEZ. 1962'.

THE SPIMEN ROUTE (Continued)

DECEMBER 1962

NEW TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
As from 1st November;
MOUDON - 1650 m. - Schilthorn Panoramaland
ZUMIKON Schanes Ausflugsziel
As from 17th November;
NESSLINGBACH - Heiligkreuzkapelle
As from 8th December;
JEGENSTORF
WYNAU (Bern) - Romantische Kirche
As from 15th December;
MOUDON
As from 19th December the current
cancel for SAAS FEE - 'Perle des Alpes'
will be withdrawn and a new one
inscribed 'Kurort von Weltruf' will be
substituted.
AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS
Auto 3 Morgarten Morgartenschiessen
15.XI
” 3 Thalwil, Jubilaums-BriefmarkenAusstellung
17/18/XI
'EUROPA' VARIETY
It is reported that the 8th stamp
on sheet C.1 shows a break in the branch
leaving a gap between it and the leaf
pointing to the letter '0' of 'Europa'
in the upper left corner.
'PRO PATRIA' 1962
A reminder is given that this year's
'Pro Patria' stamps will cease to be
valid for postage as from 31st December
1962.

used on the mails are either very rare
or have been lost altogether.
Eventually we reached the valley and
CHIAVENNA, the key to the passes and
Rejoining the
valleys which meet here.
coach after lunch we found our driver
talking to an old man, but it was not
until we were on our way that he volunteered the information that the man had
What a
been a former mail-coach driver.
lost opportunity to have elicited some
information on this subject!
And so along the beautiful but wild
Val Bregaglia, with its Romansch-named
villages, up to the top of the Maloja
Pass, with its magnificent view, then
past the string of jewel-like lakes to
St. Moritz and our objective, having
covered in a comparatively short time a
journey that must have been hazardous
indeed 100 years ago.
E.J.R.

MR. H. L. KATCHER
and all Members of the Staff of
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
send. Best Wishes for
CHRISTMAS AND THE NEW YEAR
to all Clients
and hope to see them at their new
premises in 1963
Business hours: 9.15 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
Monday to Friday
•••

It is regretted that the new telephone number - JUNiper 0616 - has not
yet been installed, due to Post Office
delay, but it is hoped it will be in
■„f E; (:: P. I P T 1- 0 IN S
Members are reminded that the annual operation after Christmas.
subscription of 10/- becomes due on
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
January 1st. To minimise work, prompt
London, N.W.8.
payment would be much appreciated. •
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KS by R. L. CHRISTIAN
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From the research work carried out and examples studied - over 1600 - it has
Others very probably exist but
been possible to make a list of known examples.
are hidden away in private collections., In order to try to correlate the results
it has been necessary to study each item, to note the places of departure and
arrival, and all other supplementary postal directions. In some cases it has been
impossible to decipher the writing or to determine the place of departure. In the
following list the dates given are for the earliest and latest known dates of use.,
but it is possible that some may have been in use for some months or even years on
either side of the dates given. On the other hand some were of very short duration, from 1-5 years and some for still shorter periods, even as little as one day.
Rte d'Aarwmngen
R.D. Allem.(Allemagne)
Rte d'Aarau
Rte d'Aarberg
Route d'Aarbourg
Rte Bale (or de Bale)
Rte de Berne
Rte de Berthoud
Rte de Bienne
Birrwil-Route
Birrwyl u. Route
Boudry or' Route
Brittnau u. Route
Rte de Bulle
Rte de Bulle a Chatel
Rte }Mien
Rte de Charmey
Coire AYRoute
Dornach Route
Rte de L'Erguel
Route d'Eriswyl
Fahrwangen N., Route
R. Ferriere
Frauenfeld
Rte de Fribourg
Rte. Frutigen
Glarus Route
Rte du ,Gotthard
Grandson & Route
Rte de Gruyres
Route des Halswylersees
Rte Interlaken
Keiserstuhl Route
Rte du Landeron
(w. & w/out chevrons)

1844 - 52

Biberstein Bott
Birrwyler Bote
Bzk. Kulm R.B.

1837 - 41
1809 - 51
1820 - 35

1809
1832
1837
1811

-

32
46
47
26

1828 - 48
1827 - 62
1832 - 57

1838
1840
1808
1833

- 49
- 51

- 35
- 63
1823 -68
1843
1839 - 54
1835 - 54
1809 - 34
1836
1815
25
1816
30
1841
19
1817

1842
1844
1852
1867
1815
1823
1840
1830
1828
1845
1841

57
62
69
76
28
59
42
61

49
50

R. de Langnau
Route de Lausanne
Neben Route von Lenzburg
Lenzburg naben-Route
Rte Lucerne
Route des Montangnes a
Neuch'atel
Rte des Montagnes
Rte de Mes.:at
Muri et Route
Rt. de Neuchtel
Rte de Payerne
Rte de Panfayon
Rte de Porrentrui
R. Renan
Rte de Romont
St. Gall & Route
Route de Sar. (Sargans)
Schinznach Route
Rte Schwiz (Schwyz)
Rte Simmenthal
Rte de Soleure
R. Sonceboz
Spllgnerroute
R. de Sumiswald
Route ‘a, Sursee
Rte Tavel
Rte de Thoune
Rte Thun u. Interlaken
Rte de Treyvaux
Route de Vevey
Route de Talterswyl
Rte Wohlen
Rte d'Yverdon
Route v. Zurich
MESSENGERS
Reinach Bott
Ruederbot
Schaffelbach B.

1811 - 72
1811 - 17
1838 - 43
(

1832 - 50
1817 - 37
1829 - 48
1815 - 63
1807 - 44
1805 - 51
1843 - 69
1845 - 66
1833
1817 - 40
1844 - 67
1803 - 37
1817
1846 - 56
1812 - 39
1842 - 53
1830 - 49
1819 - 33
1831 - 49
1802 - 47
1822 r. 49
1859 " 64
1808 - 80
1812 - 28
1856 r 67
1338 - 59

1819 - 32
1847 - 62
1842 - 50
1827
1837
1821 - 41
1825 - 43

......•■■••■■•■■

The following are also included in the lists given in Enrnenegger and/or
Henrioud-Winkler, but are not shown in M. Nagel's list, presumably because no
actual copies have been seen:
Handstampss
IaJaaaaps.Ealg
1860
Simplon
?
Route Beip
1813
Box
Rte de Trimbach
1813
Bern-Aarberg
1802
Churer Bat
1313
Trubbach
Route Burgdorf ?
1849
Fribourg
1816-39
Val de Ruz
?
Cortaillod
1841
Lausanne
Val
de
Travers
1841-49
1814
Mellingen
1819
Sursee
1816
Rheineck
1839
Yvonand
An analysis would seem to indicate that prior to 1810 about 6 marks were in
existence; between 1810 & 1820, 28; between 1820 & 1830 9 39; between 1830 and
1840, 62; between 1840 & 1850, 70; between 1850 & 1860, 47, & between 1860 and
1880,
18.
to
e
continueQ
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YORKSAANCS GROUP: Hon. Sec: A. Gullis

LONDON GROUPS Hon.Sec. Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Gant s Hill,
Ilford, Essex.
A joint study of the 'CROSS & FIGURE'
issues of 1882-1907, with Mr. U.J.R.Gosling
There was a good attendance at
acting as Discussion Leader, attracted a
the December meeting to see the disgoodly attendance to the December meeting. play given by the Chairman, Mr.E.C.
Mr. Gosling read an excellent paper, outSLATE.
lining the method of production, with refStarting with Airmails, these
erence to the various printers, changes of were shown in entirety, including a
paper and security device, altho' collect- used copy of the 30 c. 1919, also many
ors were spared one headache inasmuch as
flight & Pro Aero covers, many bearing
the perforation remained constant through- fine blocks of stamps.
out. He gave examples of the various
Then followed a selection of very
shades, pointing out the unreliability of
choice
Cantonals; a pair of Zurich 6,
colour descriptions in certain catalogues.
l
a
Geneva
Small Eagle, also one on
It was now 80 years since the stamps first
icover
with
superb rosette postmark, a
appeared and he showed a card bearing them,
Basle
Dove,
a pair of Ortspose with
addressed to his Grandmother 70 years ago.
P.P.
cancel
and
Poste Locale, also a
Other contributors to this study were
selection
of
Rayons,
Strubelis etc.
Messrs. Robertshaw, Heaps, Gullis, Moore,
Highsted and Dr. Ritchie.
The next section consisted of
In the adjoining small but beautifully Miscellaneous out-of-the way itemss
equipped Exhibition Room was a comprehenproofs and essays, including the 1919
sive display, commencing with the 2 Rp.
Pro Juventute; the Belalp Hotel stamp,
essay on thick white raper without control the small landscapes, 5, 10 & 20 c. on
mark, and with the '2' somewhat different
thin oiled paper, etc. etc.
from the adopted design.
The first issue
Lastly came a selection of flaws
on white paper was on view, both mint and
and
retouches
on Standing Helvetia,
used; one piece bore stamps on white and
very
clearly
arranged
with the aid of
granite papers used in combination. All
marked
'blanks'.
normal varieties were shown, and it was
noted that the 5 Rps in green and maroon
The whole provided an excellent
showed the same plate flaws. Among scarcer cross section of Swiss philately, with
something of interest to everybody,
shades was the 12 Rp. in 'greenish-blue'.
and Mr. Brooks, proposing the vote of
A section included the stamp printed on
thanks, congratulated Mr. Slate on bepostal stationery, some for private firms,
ing the possessor of some of the items
while the range of cancels covered 'Used
Abroad' and one card had the Swiss stamp in and the superb condition of all of them.
combination with one of Austria. Singles
and pairs from booklets were recognisable
THY
NOT
BUY
by their characteristic pattern of perforations as being from the early booklets of
1904 Many of the stamps were used for
'Nachnahme' (C.O.D.) and showed that the
charge for 'Port & Provision' (Postage and
Service) varied between 12 & 15 Rp. Dates
gave no clue to the reason for the variation and a special study of the 'Nachnahme'
service will later 11. undertaken. Newer
members expressed approoiation of the
WANT LISTS
RARITIES
...
lecture and display, since it helped to
clear up many points concerning this issue,
NEW ISSUES
which tends to be neglected in favour of
EUROPE
CATALOGUES
the contemporary higher value 'Standing
L.M.
Helvetia' issues.
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
SPECIALISED
3, Bowood. Road, ELLAND, Yorks.

THE

SEASON'S

GREETINGS

to All
HELVETIA MEMBERS

1

from

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT
•••

ZUMSTEIN & CIE, Propr. Hertsch kCo.
Postfach 1291
BERNE 2.
(Switzerland)
•

14 Low Lane
Torrisholme, Morecambe, Lancs..

